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THE FEDERAL BUDGET. 1975.76

The Federal Budget 1975.76 provides encouraging signs of robus~
commonsense and pragmatism with a projected GNP growth rate
of () per cent. In the light of the last year's development experience
when there was a decline in the per capita income this very
projected growth rate is supposed to promote the welfare of the people
in the country. The year 1974.75 has been a difficult year for Pakis-
tan. Since the beginniDg of t,he year a series of events-both interna •.
tional and domestic-interacted to arrest the buoyant economio
reoovery witnessed in 1972.73 and 1973.74. Internationally, Pakistan.
was subjected to the same adverse economic factors that have plagued
most of the developing countries in the world. Due to world infia•.
tion.cum.recession, we suffered a severe decline of our terms of trade •.
We had also to face some difficult domestic problems. The catastrophio.
floods of the last fiscal year, were followed by a re:lord drought
this year. While our canals were thirsty for water, the project that
could have made up the shortage, i.e, Tarbela Dam, got damaged and
delayed. To cap it all we suffered a severe earth.quake in the-
Northern Region.

Three inter.related indicators-the balanoe of payments, deoline
or stagnation in produotion and the strain on the budget-gave storm'
warnings of the gathering crisis in the fisoal year 1974.75. 'Expor~
earniDgsin 1974.75 are likely to amount to 1,050 million dollars.
nominally higher than last year. The imports are going to cost 2, 150
million dollars, thus revealing a massive payments defioit of 1,100
million dollars. Export stagnation constitutes a reversal of the
healthy three.year trend of a rapid rise from 25 per cent .to 40 per
cent a year.

This is of course mainly attributable to the adverse movement of
the terms of trade, though the trade gap could have been narrowed if-
we were able to produoe larger surpluses for export. The seoond
indicator is the rate of growth of 2.6 per oent in GNP, whioh is well
below the rate of inorease in population. Oompared with 1973'!74, the.
production of wheat. during the ourrent year, deolined from 7.5 million
tons to abou' 7 million tons, that t>f rioe from 2.41 million tons to.
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'about 2.15 million tons. that of sugaroane from 23.5 million tons to
21 million tons and that of ootton from 3.70 million bales to 3.56
"million bales. Other major orops are also likely to register a deoline
in output. So far BS the produotion of large-soale industry is
'conoerned the overall trend is towards a tapering off of the rate of
;growth. As against a growth rate of 11.9 per oent in 1972.73. large~
soale industry registered a growth of 7.5 per oent in 1973-74and 3 per
'cent in 1974-75. In the oourse of the ourrent year the impressive
advanoe made by fertiliser. oement and vegeta.ble ghee induatries. was
more than offset by overall stagnation, a oiroumstanoe whioh largely
reflected the weight of the textile industry'8 predominant position.
"On the plus side such segments as sma.llindustry and housing regis"
tered noticeable gains, but the better performance of these light
'weights oould not oontribute to much improvement in the overall GNP
'pioture. The third indioator is budgetary stringenoy. Sagging for-
'eign demand for Pakistan's exports and rising prices of imports
.necessitated several adjustments to cushion the 1974-75budget provis,
:ions against disturbanoes emanating from abroad. Most of the
-export duties had to be removed and the exoise duty on yarn
'bad to be slashed drastioally, necessitating an inorease in several
:import duties to proteot the budget and reduce the need for defioit
-finanoing.

The oharges for gas and' eleotrioity were raised and prioes of
'kerosene and motor spirits. had to be revised u}Jwardunder the
compulsion of a rise in international energy prioes. Lastly in April
-this year the prioes of wheat, sugar and vegetable ghee had to be
'raised to reduoe the inoreasingly intolerable burden of subsidies, which
were estimated to be running at a rate of about &s.400 orore a year.

The three inter.related faotors-the trade gap. the)produotion gap
,and the budgetary gap-cumulatively exerted a powerful impaot on
'cost's rnd prioes. The rate of infla.tionwas aooelerated and pushed up
to about 2 per oent per month.

This difficult position has been reoognisedby the Government and
'she has oome out with a new package deal to boost exports, promote
'saving and investment and ourb non-development expenditure during
1975.76. The Government has conoeded the long-standing demand

'of the private seotor that investment polioiesbe framed on Do long-term
;basis and that there should be a ready formula. of oompensation to
";settle olaims in the e.vent bf nationalisation,. The formula nov
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f1~ncunccd provides for calculating compensation either at the break .•,
tip ,,o::.lueor market value of sharcs, whichever is higher. Moreover
tho fixation of the rate of compensation is made subjeot to an appeal.
Thi::J T1illremove the uncertainty about the ra.te and mode of payment
of oompenoation and help improve the business climate. While.
compcnMtionbonds will be redeemable after 15 years, small investors.
holding shares Qf the value of not more than R';I 5,000 have the
Lcility of getting their bonds redeemed within two years.

Another conoession is that if a holder of bonds makes investment.
in G ncw approved industry, his bonds will be redeemable at the expiry
of three years to the extent of the amount of such investment.
}'orther finoalinoentives have been given to promote investment on a.
long range, five year basis. They are :

1. Special allocation of Rs. 2 crores has been given for the.
expansion of the Utility Stores Oorporation.

2. Exception has been allowed to income derived by any tax ..
payer between Joly 1975 and June 30,1980 from poultry farm.
ing, dairy farming, fish oatohing, ca.ttle and sheep breeding.

a. Profits earned by companies between July I, 1975 and June-
30, 1981 from indust.rial undertaking the said period have-
been exempted to the extent of 10. per cent of capital in
certain areas, and five per cent of oapital in certain other areas.

4. Special inveBtmenti allowanoes upto Rs.I0,OOOwithin the
overall limit of 30 p.o. of total inoome has been provided for
investments made after July one, 1975 in approved indus4
trial. Investment and holding companies in the publio
seotor or for life insurance.

5. Super tax rebate of five per cent would be allowed to.
companies setting up industrial undertakings between July,
1976 and June 30, 1980 with fixed assets costing more than.
Bs. 30 lakhs.

6. Export rebate at the rate of 25 p.c. af tbe tax attributable to.
income from the export of approved items made after July
I, 19i5 has been allowed to manufacturers exporting suoh
goods.

7. C~operative societies (not paying companies) have been
allowed the benefit of personal allowanoes, investment;.
allowanoeand earned inoome relief.
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8. The pre.condition of the payment of 50 per cent of tax before
the filing of an appeal before the Income Tax Appellate
Tribunal has been removed.

9. The Government has also allowed forward trading in scrips on
a seleotive basis in order to strengthen trading at the stook
exohanges.

Investment in the private seotor registered a slight improvement
"hen it increased from Rs. 458 crore in 1973.74 to R8. 580 orre in 1974.
16. It is likely that this trend will be strengthened. The new fisoal
inoentives and the announoement of a uniform and realistio
oompensation formula will give a substantial boost to investment and
produotion. The Government has already met with some Sl100ess in
its savings drive and the new Budget provides further inoentives to
.saving. The oeiling of speoial investment allowanoe has been raised
:1rom R8. 20,000 Ds. 30.000 within the limit of 80 per cent of inoome,
:provided the extra allowanoe is invested in a publio sector company
-or life insuranoe. Small savings sohemes. savings acoounts and savinge
and defenoe oertificates have been made fairly attractive for small
investors. Some relief is provided in personal taxation. This will be
welcomed by persons with fixed inoomes whose capaoityfor sllovinghas
been seriously eroded by ptice inflation and taxation.

An alarming feature of the Budget is the very heavy dependenoe
on foreign assistance. Out of the Annual Development Programme
of Rs. 1369 orores about Rs. 1150 orore consist of foreign assistanoe.
This is not at all a happy situation.

Although the international eoonomio situation and the setbaok
caused to agriculture by low flows in rivers and the Tarbela mishap
added greatly to the perplexities of eoonomio deoision.makers,
the faot remains that there are weaknesses in the eoonomy
whioh can be probed to indigenous factors. If the country makes
llatisfaotory progress towards the attainment of food autarky thereby
"-eliminating the need for subsidy. if industrial investment and exports
piok up and if the rate of infla.tion is reduced considerably. the worst
.of the crisis will have been left behind.

A.S.K.



Resource Mobilization for Economic and Socia'
Development with Special Reference to

1974-75 Federal Budget
Rafiq Ahmad*

This paper aims at projeoting the view that (a.) resouroe mobilisa-
tion for .peedy eoonomiodevelopment is a oomprehensive phenomenon
covering all types of resouroes whether finanoial or non-financial,
political or administrative, soolal or ideologioai, and that (b) effeotive
commitment to economic and sooial development on a mass scale oan
be obtained only through aotivating domestic resources, and that (c)
isolated budgetary attempts backed by external resources or national
expediencies (as has been done in the 1974-75 Federal Budget) can
prove helpful to some extent but cannot create an atmosphere of
commitment and mass partioipation and that (d) there is need in
Pakistan for a fundamental change of outlook in this respect.

I

The term resource mobilization can be used in both narrow and
broad sense. In the narrow sense, Hirefers to efforts at raising funds
for development from foreign and domestic resouroes. The foreign
resouroes inolude (a) foreign private investors, (b) foreign governments,
(c) multilateral agencies such as IBRD, aid clubs, regional develop-
ment banks, (d) Export.lmport Bank and (e) a oountry's own
nationals settled in large numbers abroad. The domestio sources
comprise (a) taxes (b) private savings (c) corporate savings (d)
defioit finanoing and credit creation, and (e) a country's own export
earnings whioh should be included among domestic resouroes because
they are earned fNm selling domestioally produoed goods.

lu the broad sense, however, resouroe mobilisation means
mobilisation of the entire resources of the economy in an organised
way to aohieve olearly-stated set of socio-political goals. This does
not mean that the. role of financial resources should be minimised
but suoh resources in themselves may not produoe results unless
the entire Booio.eoonomioresouroe base of a nation beoomes nctive.
If eoonomicdevelopment implies a deliberately planned prooess of
inoreasing real inoomes of masses, then this is not possible without

*Dean, Faculty of Arts and Professor of Eoonomics, University of
the Punjab, Lahore.
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the committed and aotive participation of masses. The people of
a. country are its biggest development resouroe but they are not
lifeless machines I they have their goals, aspirations and ideologies
and can be motivated to move mountains and accomplish impossible
feats. It is the mobilisation of this power which lies at the root of
all rel!onrce mobilisation efforts. It is in this context that a
comprehensive resource strategy is required for mobilising physical,
capital, manpower, technological and socio.political resources whioh.
are considered to be the five major factors of development.

II

A resource mobilisation programme whioh seeks to enlist mass
participation must get its motivational support from domestio rather
than external resources. Like an individual a nation also has its
self or Khudi whose awa knanoe can playa vital role in its speedy
development. Its possessor may suffer from serious deficiencies but
once the process of self~realisation starts it may oure all initial
ailments. This is not a metaphysical exercise. One can quote several
examples from the pages of past economio history and more parti~
culary from the experienoes of such sooialist oountries as Yugoslavia
and China in which commitment to domestio resource mobilisation
has produoed remarkable results.

I am not advocating that external resouroes should be totally
done away with. Perhaps in our oiroumstances it may neither be
possible nor advisable in the near future. Our developmental actio
vities are mostly based on external resources whioh financed 75% of
the last year's development plan and will finance 64% of this
year's,l However, it must be realised that although foreign resouroes
can prcvide valuable help in monetary and technical terms they
cannot create conditions in which national socio-political objectives can
be obtained and masses involved on. all development fronts. Such
involvement can come only through participation in the utilisation
of Lational resources. Apart from this, the overall picture of foreign
resources is that they are (a) inadequate for meeting development
needs, (b) expensivo, (c) burdensome as is evident from heavy debt
servicing, (d) quite often inconsistent with national programmes of
industrialisation, (e) slow in actual disbursements, and (f) undepen~
dable because they are used as a tool of power politics.

1. See table II at the end.
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III
The foregoingdiscussion may now be summed up :
(i) A resourcemobilisation strategy should have these features:

It should be a total policy covering all types of resources. It should
leek mB88partioipation. It should operate on domestio resouroe
base.

(ii) The following oonditions are necessary for the sucoess of
resource mobilisation efforts: (a) A reasonable degree of political
stability Bndoonfidenceshould prevail in the country, (b) The political
decision.makers should clearly spell out national economio and social
goals with special reference to the desired levels of employment,
consumption, public sector, and other economic a.ctivities, (0) Annual
mobilisationefforts should form part of long.term, consistent and well.
organizedmobilisation programme.

IV'
How far does the recent Federal Budget meet the a.bove mentioned

resource mobilisation criteria ~ The answer is that it meets this
criteria only partially. Its mobilisation effort is primarily confined
to financialresources and even in this respect it does not tap all the
resoul'llesand draws heavily on external help. There are three main
reasonsfor this situation. Firstly, Pakistan has not framed so far any
oomprehensiveresource mobilisation strategy. Secondly, the main
task before the country sinoe ~he tragic events of 1971 has been to
consolidateits shattered eoonomy rather than to expand it. Thirdly,
the rising tide of inflation has forced the government to grant some
tax conoessionsand wage inoreases, thereby depriving itself of consider-
able amount of revenue (although this loss may well be neutralised
by increasesin the prioe of several public sector goods). In faot the
1974-75 Federal Budget is conoerned with inflation more than any
thing else.

This does not mean that financial resources have not increased at
all. Aotually both domestic and foreign resources have registered
increases within the existing resource mobilisation framework, as can
be seen in Tables I and II at the end: For example, total receipts
under revenue budget inoreased from Re. 842 crores in 1972-73
to Rs. 1153 crores in 1973-74 (revised) a.nd will further rise to
Rs. 1388 crores in 1974-75. Similarly, total domestic resources for
Annual Development Plan increased from Rs. 20 crore in 1972-73

. to Rs.1'7 orores in 1973-74: (revised) and are expected to rise to
J. Rs. 327orores in 1974-75. In the same way external re8011roe8for

.ADP Increased from Rs. 311 crores in 1972-73 to Rs. 410 crores in.
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10.10

Gain of Revenue
(Bs. in crores)

Enhanced levy on gas 10.00
Enhanced prices of crude oil, 100.00
petroleum produots, vege-
table ghee, electric power,
sugar (estimates)

.01

.32

10'00
95.34:

106.18

1973-74 (revised) and may well reach the figure of Rs. 557 orores-

next year.
However, behind these outward increase in the amounts of

resources there lurk some disquiting facts. There is the phenomenon
of heavy dependenc'3 upon foreign resources, consituting 94 %, 75%
64% of Annual Development Plans of 1972-73, 1973-74 and
1974-75, respectively. Although this dependenc is decreasing, it is
still alarmingly high, thereby showing that either we ~ack domestio
resources or are ~uilty of grossly underutilising them. As for domestio
resources, their value in real terms shonld be at least 26eyo 10wer_ than
their outward value because of 26% rise in prices.

We have so far talked about gross resource mobilisation. If we
take into accotnt net additional resource mobilisation in the 197'.1-75
Federal Budget it may well be negligible or even negative. Net
additional resource mobilisation in public sector can be calculated by
finding the difference between loss of revenue due to tax concessions
and gain of revenue due to enhanced prices of ghee, gas, electrio
power, sugar and rail travel (after making necessary adjustment for
increased costs). The loss of public revenue due to tax and custom
concessions comes to Rs. 106.18 crores. The gain of revenue from
enhanced public goods prices is I!0t known officially but some put
it at Ri!. 110 crores. (inoluding Rs. 10 crores levy on gas). T.hu8
net additional resouroe mobilisation in publio seotor is Rs. 110 orores
_Rs.I06.18 orore=Rs.3.82 crores, which is almost negligible. This
amount will become negative if our loss figure includes the recently
abolished export duty on ootton produots (amounting to Rs. 35 crores)
and enhanced wage bill.

Loss of RevetlUe
(Rs. in crores)

Income tax ooncession
Reduction in Customs
Be"enue loss under sales
tax
Revenue loss under wealth
tax.
Revenue loss under Estate
Duty.

Net additional resource
mobilisation . _llO.OO-lOO.18-Bs. 3.82
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It may be observed that various types of tax and investment.
eoncessions, though reducing public domestio resources, enhance.,
private domestic resources. Seen from this angle the recent Federal
Budget represents a shift of mobilisation polioy in favour of private.
seotor. Further it has not touched two potential areas of greater
resource mobilisation, ,viz., agricuitural Bnd trading sectors.

In spite of a1lthis there exists noW a. much greater chanoe or
resource mobilisation in publio seotor due to' two factors: Firstly.,
a series of institutiona1'ref6rms introduced by the present government;
have paved the way for greater pubHo interest in acts of self.help.
Seoondly, the scope of nationalised sector has widened thereby laying;
greater resources at the command of the government. To take an"
example, the taxes paid by the nationalised industries have inoreased,
from Rs. 12.2 crores in 1971-72 to Rs. 14.:>orares in 1973-74. .

Our attention in Pakistan has mostly remained confined to th~
mobilisation of oapital resouroes for development with the resulO.
that the vast sooial energy of the people has been gOIng waste. What
is immediately needed is total mobilisation framework as the oentral
foous of all national economiopolicies and an integral theme in total
state policy on all fron~.

The formulation. of such framework requires a study in depth of
the goals and aspirations of the people and the nature and size of'
physioal resources. Opinions will naturally differ as to what should
be done but there can be agreement on the point that fundamental
chan~es are needed in our outlook and that isolated attempts under.
taken so far for mobilising resources cannot deliver the goods.

I offer here a few suggestions in this oonnection for loud thinking l

(i) For mobilising resources of all areas. the oountry needs to be.
divided into hasic development units. The present district,.
tehsil and thana boundaries were historioally carved. out for
the maintenance of Jaw and order and not for developmental
purposes. The basis for the formation of such uni~s can be
the homogeniety of resources.

(H) The basic set of economio and sooio-political goals should be
given by the central planning authorities but implementation
of policies based upon such goals should be entirely left to.
the basio development units •

.(Hi) Whatever name is given to suoh units, their resources should.
fiat be allowed td be transferred to other areas exoept in the.
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shape of a fixed share to be taken by the central government
for discharging its functions. This is necessary for creating
confidence among the people regarding the proper utilisation
of their resources.

TABLE I
Financial resouroes mobilised for maintaining current levels of
economic activities.

1972--73 1973--74 1974--75
------ ------ ------
Revised (Original)(Revised) (Original)

105 16% 103 13% 115 13%

264181% of
total

225 )-tax re-
43) ceipts .

362) 3911 5941
I I I

235 )-84% 276j84% 300 )-88%
50J 65 70J

115 14%

--7362224

'Fax Receiptl
(i) Oustom Duties
(ii) Oentral Exoise

duties.
c(iii) Sales tax

.,(iv) Taxes on
individual and
corporateincoIDe

'(v) Other taxes and
surcharges.

883 78% 1072 77%Total tax receipts. 661 78.5% 772 78%
of total
receipt

Non"Tax Receipts (In-
terest rates. commer.
cial undertakings, 18 21.5% 222 22%
Oivil adIDinistla. of total
tion etc.) reoeipt

270 22% 316 23%

-------------------
.Total GroBsReceipt. 842 994 1153 1388

Notes:
(i) Figures in crares of rupees.

(ii) Totals include revenue assignIDents to provinces.
(iii) Budgetory doouments do not always oontain comparable

or similar figures due to unexplained variations of details.
However ,he broard picture of resouroe mobilisation is not
affeoted by it.

(iv) Resouroes: Annual Budget Statement of the Government of
Pakistan 1973--74. for 1972--73 figures and the Budget
in Brief 1974-75 for remaining figure.
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TABLE II

1973--74 1974--75
Original Revised Original

FInancial r6llo0r0e mobilised for generatiog new levels
mio aofliviueI (i.e. lourOO8 of Aonual Development
1972-'73, 1973-74 and }974-76)

1972-73
(Revised)

of econo-
Plans of.

Dom'8rlc Resources
(I) Net oapital reoeipts. 2 65 151 131
(ii) Revenue surplus 22 67 -27 174
(iii) Sell finaDoing by aut.

onomous basis 10 23 8 22
(iv) Provinoial contribution -J4 7 15

Total Domestio
Resouroes.

Foreign Resources.

-------------------_.
20 6% 162 33% 147 25% 327 36%

of total resources
-----------~-------_.

311 94% 330 67% 440 75% 557 6<1%
of total resouroes------------------

~------------------~
Total Domestio and
Foreigo Resouroes

Resource gap (Bet.
ween programmed
developmental ex-
penditure and avail.;
able resources)

Notel:

331 492

-65

,D87

-24

884

+30

(i) Figures in crores of rupees

(ii) Oash balances no~ included

(iii) See noteaUI or IV of 'lable I.



-PRICE CHANGES AND FINANCIAl. STATEMENTS
OF A FIRM

Khawaja Amjad Saeed.

Price level changes in the econpmy tend to qistort financial
'statements. The fact that an unstable measuring unit is used in
accounting poses the greatest impediment to the interpretation of
its results as found in the financial statements.

Due to the faot that world-wide inflation is oommon, it has l'.ld
-to the discussion of various approaohes to prioe.level change in
"aecounting oommunication.

THE AOCOUNTINGCOMMUNIOATION PROOESS

After the industrial and oommercial revolutions, the qorporate
'sector has developed in a big way. One result of this phenomenal
'development was the divoroe of those who provided share oapital
,and those who managed the affairs of the oompanies. This, in turn,
led to the development of maintenance of aocounts and the djssemjna-
1ion of information to shareholders and other interested groups
through Inoome Statement (showing operation) ~n4 J3alanoe Sheet
(indicating finanoial position). This oommunioatioI! prooeli8 now
-embraoes the prinoiple of full and fair disclosure to shareholders and
this is oonsidered as an overriding tenet of the Qommunio.llotionaSJleot
of the accounting funotion. '

PRICE"LEVEL OHANGES AND DECISION-MAKING,

One of the most significant faotor!J in deoisjpn'~aking is that
,of unoertainty. There are uncertainties about future sale trends,
future cost patterns, the effeot of technologioal change, Government
Regulations and 80 on. Quite apart from ourrent trends .of,more
Government interference, inflation itself injects a major element of
uncertainty into business decisions and will, therefore, tend to in•

•Chairman, Department of Business Administration, University
of the Punjab, New Campus, Lahore.
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fiuenoe the decisions that are made. Tu this could be a dded the fact
~at the longer the period of time covered by the decisions, the grea-
~r will be the influence that inflation will have upon its eventual
- -
outcome. Typical of such decisions is the capital investment decision
which, apart from the impact of other factors, has a considerable
effect upon the long-term profitability of the business.

EFFECTS OF PRIOE-LEVEL CHANGES AND
MANAGEMENT INFORMATION

The recognition of inflationary effects on the preparation and use
of accounting data has been a topic of perennial, though desultory,
discussion ever since the last Great War. Recent steps to improve
the quality of management hav~ highlighted the need for effioiency
which can be measured, apart from other tools~ by the return of
-~_••pital. But how useful suoh a measure in an inflationary eoonomy
-oan be is anybody's guess.

Return on Investment. In an article entitled "Countering
J{idden Effeots of Inflation" published in The Financial Times of
-January 5, 1967, the drastic effects which inflation has on return on
investment have beeD fully explained. The table given in the said
artiole shows return in real values on investment over periods of
time and at varying annual rates of inflatioD, e.g., an investment in
fixed assets which shows a rate of return of l5 per cent on its historic
-oost but in fact has a return in real value of only 10 per cent over a
. 20-year life if the inflation is 3 per cent per annum. If the rate
of inflation goes up to 6 per cent per annum, the return in real values
-over 20 years is only 7 per cent. Therefore, effects of this magnitude
.in the key measurement of managerial efficiency cannot be ignored.
Moreover, this situation wJll have serious consequences upon the
~quality of the decisions made by management for the future financial
stability of the business and its long term viability, and for the effect
.(If taxation.

Modification of Historical Costs. If management is to base its-
~Jl..Q.i~jQ.nson rational appreoiation of the affairs of the business,
acoounting reports originating in historical cost acoounting will have
to be substantially modified before they are used as a basis of discuss'"
Jon and interpretation. If the acoounting data used have been
seriously distorted by inflation, they are of no real value 8nd may in
faot have undesirable results if this is not appreciated.
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INPUT AND OUTPUT INFLATION INDIOES

Price level ohanges are now seen by most people as a na.tional
problem. Economists have developed 8,; number of measures of infla~
tion such as the consumer price index, or the corresponding wholesale
price increase. But for a particular company they are all irrelevant.
The only price rises that are relevant to that business are those of Its
own input and output, and those may differ very eubstantiaUy from
the national figure arrived at by averaging hundreds of elements.

Input inflation Index. We suppose that a business makes two
products, 'M' and 'N' with given facts, the input inflation index is
calculated as under:

CALCULATION OF INPUT INFLATION INDEX

Particulars
Units

in
thousand

First First 1973
Quarter Quarter Index

1971 1973
Prices Prices

$ $

Input Inflation
Index

(Weighted
average of

Product mix)

Product M
Labour (man.hours) 60 100 106 106
Raw Materials (lbs) 80 400 440 110

Product N
Labour (man.hours) 100 200 200 100
Raw Materials ,(lbs) 20 1,000 1,400 140

-Note: 120 can also be worked out similarly.

120

The figures for the first quarter of the year 1972 have been used
as a base for calculating the relevant input inflation index for the year
1973. Instead of using a simple average, it has been deemed desirable
to develop weighted average of the product mix and based on this
approach the input inflation index has been worked out.

Output Inflation Indices. These are oomputed in a similar
fashion. The items in the make.up of these indices will be the home
market sales and export sales. If goods are eX'portedto a numbe~
of countries, a sale price index will be required for eaoh and these
will go into the make-up of output index. These indices are acourate
guides for profit maximization. These are thus very helpful for
refleoting prioe level changes for developing figures in respect of
acoounting oommunication. Realistio results would emerge by using,
these iad ices.
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IlllASVD1NQ IMPLICATION OF PRICE.LEVEL CHANGES

Q9rpo,at:e 6Dln~i.1 accounting in Pakistan ignores fluotuation
f1\~ pUfohlliDgpower.of the rupee. Historioaloosts are measured
wilih liiI\orioal ropees. No attempt is made to translate the oost
.uiaIDal'rom an e%pendituremade years ago into equivalent rupees of.,he eam& purohaaing power today. The important measurement
tm~liCA'ion,of this finanoial aocounting praotice is that rupee amounts
'ot varioUi items in the profit and loss accoun~ are in terms of varying
purohaeiDgpower equivalent..

Tbe goal .hould be that the varions items of revenue and
expense in eaoh annual inoome statement are resaonably expressed
in t.erms of the purohasing power of ourrent rupees. This will require
the oonversion of the hlstorioal rupee oost of deferred oost assets to
the ourrent rupee equivalent with a oonoomitant inorease in a speoial
category of shareholder's equity.

PRIOE INDEX ADJUSTMENT
For the analyst, the problem is one of adjusting tne finanoial

~tatements, for the distortions oaused by price level changes. Index
number appears to offer the most fruitful means of making the desired
adjustment. Index number may be applied through the use of
specifioindioes for eaoh statement item.

REPLACEMENT PRICE ACCOUNTING
No company will undertake the risk. of produoing goods to be

sold at loss. (Thill idea, applied to continuous business operations,
for its produots a 8um greater than the investmet and running cost
needed to produoe the goods.) This idea, applied to continuous business
-operations, appears to lead to the suggestion that replaoement prioes
should be used for the representation in finanoial statements of assets on
hand from time to time. For if goods are to be produoed continuously,
provision must be made by way of changes against revenues for the
replacement of all assets used up in periodical production.

Charging depreciation on the basis of replaoement cost instead of
historical oost certainly helps to avoid depletion of the true value of
the oapital in a business whioh would undoubtedly follow if the price
and dividend polioy as!lOredat ma.intaining that capital only in terms
of money whioh was fa.lling in value. For a mixed capital asset such
&8 a plant and a building which cost one $ million 12 yea.rs ago, an
aooumulation of eaoh of this amount only would unlikely be enough
.to finanoemore than about half the cost of replaoement today.
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,But the replacement cost basis involves gness-work about future
not only of the value of money in general terms, but also of its value
for the purpose of replaoing the partioul(l,r asset oonoerned. There
are s') many faotors involved that there cannot be clear rules for a
general application. Dne to technological advancement actual money
cost of replacement of the-productive capacity has actually fallen in
spite of the general increase in prices due to inflation. There has
been so much technological advanoement that the case of replacing
that capacity has gone down in terms of mODey.

CASE FOR REFLECTING PRICE-LEVEL CHANGES IN
THE FINANCIAL STATEMENTS OF A FIRM

Accounts that are not oriented towards rising prioe levels or
towards changes in ourrent values of assets or liabilities suffer from
the following defeots :

(a) They do not show the loss to an entity that ocours as a result
of holding money or claims to money, e.g., receivables,
investment in shares etc., or the gain that results form owing
money when the purchasing power declines.

(b) They do not show the gain to an entity that results from
bolding other assets whose current value has increased
by more than the general prioe level or the loan from the
opposits situation.

(c) They do not measure the inoome from operations of Cost
Figures inourred in earlier years are not set off against
revenues received in ourrent year.

For oompensating the above shortcomings of conventionalaocountof
ing, the following two types of adjustments are needed :

(a) A restatement of acoount balances in accordance with a
general price-level index oan deal with the first shortooming.
However, there are several problems connected with thie
whioh we have disoussed earlier, and shall be discussed in
the latter part of the artiole.

(b) The second and third defects require evaluation of specific
assets at current values (mostly replaoement costs).
Problems pertaining to this have been highlighted earlier. '

Case Study
The following illustration will explain the methodology of

preparing Income Statement and Balance Sheet after reflecting price-
level changes.
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The aooounts of Babar Building Company Limited, four years
after the Company was organized were as follows:

$Assets

BALANCE SHEET

As at March 31, 1,972.

Oapital
and

Liabilities $

Cash and Bank Ba.lanoe
Rents Receivable
Land.at.Cost
Building Net

200,000
20,000

200,000
BOO,OOO

1,220,000

Ourrent Liabilities
Debentures
Paid-up-Common Stook
Retained Earnings

80,000
400,000'
600,000
140,000

------
1,220,000

Common Stock and Debentures were issued four years ago and
land anq building aoquired on the same date. At that time the
index of general price-level stood at 100. At the beginning of fifth
year the price index was 160. A summary of transaction during the
fifth year, with price indices prevailing when transaotions occurred is
Bivenbelow:

Particulars $ Index

Rents receivable collected 20,000 160
Current liabilities paid 80,000 160
Current rentals collected 256,000 180
Current Operating costs 150.000 180
(excluding depreciation and income. tax)

Interert paid 8,000 180
Interest paid 8.000 200
Principal amount o~Debentures 40,000 200
Taxes paid acorued at year end 32,000 200
Dividends declared and paid 40,000 200
Rent Receivable accrued at year end 24,000 200
Ourrent liabilities paid 120,000 180
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BABAB BUILDING COMPANY LIMITED

Income Statement for the Year Ended March 31, 1973

Particulars AmountA without Conversion Amounts after
Price Level rate Price-level
Changes Changes.

$ $

1. Bantal Income, Oollected 256,000 200/180 284,444

Accrued 24,000 200/200 24,000

-- ----
280,000 308,'4:4--

:2. Expenses, Operating
COBt 150,000 200/180 166,686

Depreciation 50,000 200/100 100,000

Taxe$ 32,000 200/200 32,000

---- ---
"'"

232,000 298,666

---- -----

:3. Net Income 48,000 9,778

---- ----
-4. Less: Interest 8,000 200/180 8,888

Charges 8,000 200/200 8,000
---- ----

16,000 16,888

---- ---
,li. Earnings for

Shareholders 32,000 (7,110)

-6. Dividends 40,000 200/200 40,000

----- ----
Decrease in retained

earnings. 8,000 47,110
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BABAR BUILDING COMPANY LIMITED
Balance Sheet As at March 31, 1973.

Without With Capital Without WithPrice Price and Price PriceLevel Level Liabilities Level LevelChanges Changes Changes Changes.

$ $ $ $ $
Cash and Bank Current
Balanoe 180,000 180.000 Liabilities 62,000 62,000'
Rent Recoverable. 24,000 24,000 Debentures 360,000 360,000'
Land 200,000 400,000 Paid up

Common

Building Net 750,000
Stock

500,000 Retained
Earnings

- 600.000 1,200,000
132,000 4:82,000

----- ------
1.154,000 2,104,000
----- -----

..-------.--
1,154,000 1,104,000
------.---

The basio object of the above exercise is to explain the method
to be followed in working out results with price level changes. Ifl
would, therefore, be apparent that the position considerably changed
after the impact of inflation Wll9 reflected in the financial Statements
of the firm. So it is suggested that price level changes should be
reflected in the financial statements of a firm.





MANPOWER PROBLEM IN PAKISTAN
Mohammad Nawaz*

Economists are playing mythological Sisyphus. in controlling the
.wld6lpreadvirus of unemployment. In Pakistan the present Govern-
IUDt has embarked upon ambitious programmes for the absorption of
.urplull manpower like NDVP. Peoples' Works Programme
and National Service Corps Scheme. In the execution of these
wchemee.particularly NDVP. some problems have cropped up. The
programmes initiated in the urban and rural areas are not going to
.heorb the surplus labour force. Moreover 17,000 volunteers of the
NDVP. working in various commercial, industrial and educational
<Centres.aregoing to be layed off. For the solution of the problem we
,moat understand its nature.

The problem of unemployment is very complex. There are many
typea of unemployment: under-employment. frictional unemployment,
nasonal unemployment, technological unemployment and so on.

Its ca118esare as oomplex as are our present day social, economio
.and political institutions. No one element of our economic sooiety
oan be singled out as the sole cause of unemployment. As the wheel
of our economic society turns, the hand of guilt points first to one
cause of unemployment and then to another. However it is untenable
to deduce the cause of a phenomenon from the factors which oreate its
.formsrather than from the factors which express its essence. What
is the essenoeof unemployment1 For the job seekers it is material and
intellectual privation, physical hardship and moral suffering. For the
employers it is a reserve of cheap labour. Galbraith observes that
unemptoyment is a disaster to working people. William Beveridge of
Britain writes that unemployment is a personsI catastrophe. It also
causes non-restorable material and moral loss to the' worker. So it is
a great curse.

Although Pakistan has surplus-labour force yet employment bas
been a secondary objective of eoonomic planning. It was generally

eLecturer in Economios, Government College, Lahore.4'
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added as an after thought to the growth targets of the plan••
Employment objective has b~en the step.child of planning.

In Pakistan, which experienced a healthy growth rate during
1960s, unemployment increased, real wages of the workers deolined by
33 percentl and concentration of industrial wealth beoame an explosiye
economio2 and political issue. In 1968 when the government was,
celeberating the increase in growth rat~s, the system exploded not.
only for political reasons but for economio disparity3. We were told'
to take care of GNP and poverty will take cafe of itself. The
planners often fooussed their eyes on high growth rate all if it were
the best guarantee for eliminating unemployment. The'efforts of the
planners on the growth rate front could not make a dent on the
problem of mass unemployment. To make a beginning for the
solution of the problem. a $tudy of the magnitude of the problem is .
eSE'entiaI. As our labour force is heavily concentrated in the agrarian'
seotor inthe first section I will deal with the problem of under. employ'
ment and disguised. unemployment. In the seoond seotion I wilt
take up the problem of unemployment among the eduoated youth.
In the third, the experienoe of market eoonomy will be ~isoussed. In
the fourth and fifth, I will oonsider the case of centrally planned
eoonomy. In the last seotion some suggestions will be given for the
solution of the problem.

I

Disguised Unemployment

Aocording to W.A. Lewis, "Disguifled unemployment in agrioulture
means that there are too many persons on too little land". 4 While
explaining the problem of under.employment and disguised unemploy.
ment, David Turnham says, "Even with unchanged techniques of

1. Griffin & Khan, A.B. Growth and Inequality in Pakistan'
Macmillan, Bt.Martin Press 1972 pp,
204,205

2. (i) Papanek G.F: Pakistan's Development
Sooial Goals and Private Inoentives 1967.

(ii) White: Industrial, Ooncentration and Eoonomio power
in Pakistan 1973.

3. Amjad, Rashid I Industrial Conoentration in Pakistan 1974.
4. Lewis, W.A. l Economio Development with Unlimited supply

of Labour The Manohester School. 191i!l.
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action, a large part of the population engaged in agrioulture could
removed without reduoing the agricultral output.s" In Pakistan

'problem has not been studied seriously. Some data. has been
«>nected whioh may be used as basis for the calulation of the rate of
ditiuited unemployment. The survey covers Sheikhupur, Bahawalpur
,Lyanpl1r, Maltan, Hyderabad, Baluohistan,&jN.W,F.P. The survey
' .•.u oonduoted through a questionnaire. The main fa.ot about which
information was sought from the peasauts, artisans, and other workers
.f,\. farms, was about the amount of work whioh they get during every

llOO available days. The detail has been given in the following table.

~ TABLB. I
I

~d
, , ,

",ttl Wah" Was" Ub" UII

Sbeikupura 100 70.1 57.1 29.9 42.9

Bahawalpur 100 68.3 50.7 31.7 49.3

Lyallpur 100 69.5 54.5 30.5 45.5

Multan 100 67.2 51.3 32.8 48.7

Hyderabad 100 69.1 63.9 30.9 46.1

Baluohistan 100 64:.1 53.1 35.9 46.9

N.W.F.P. 100 67.3 50.1 32.7 49.9

Souroe:-Survey of 37 villages of Pakistan conduoted by Afzal,
M. Nawaz and Naveed.

From Table 1we can get:
•

Uda,6 J::I 34:.8 per cent.

5. TUfnnham. David: The Employment Problem in :LessDevelop .•
ed countries.
Development Centre of the Organization for
Economic Cooperation and Development.
Paris 1971.

6. The variOlASparameters and variables which are to be used in
.the Model are: (i) ~d- Available days (ii) Wabs= work available in
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Various studieil on underdeveloped countries give different rateD of
disguised unemployment. Turnham, while explaining invisible under.
employment and disguised unemployment gives a rate of 29 per
cent.?

A.K. sens, S. Wellisz9 and Leibenstein10 have referred different
cases. Rates mentioned by them vining from 30 per cent to 35 per
cent. While discussing the Indian case, Pramit Chaudhry has referred
two rates: (a) a maximum rate of disguised unemployment varying
between 36 per cent to 57.11

Contd.
, ,.

busy sesson (iii) Wass= work available in slack season. (Iv) Ubsa
Unemployment in busy senson

I
(v) Uss ..-
(vi) Po =
(vii) Pt ••••

(viii) Pgr ==
(ix) Lfr=
(xl Rpt=
(xi) Nwhrsrt=
(xit) Awhsrt ••••

•(xiii) Rpt:::ll
(xiv) Udr=

,
(xv) Udar=

I 1 I

(xvi) Udrt=

Unemployment in slack season.
Population in the base year.
Population in the terminal year.
Population growth rate in Pakistan.
Labour force ratio.
Rural Population ratio.
normal working hours ratio in a given time period.
Actual working hours ratio in a given time period.

Rural population during January 1975.
Underemployment ratio.

Average rate of disguised unemployment in Pakistan.

Diguised unemployment in the rural areas~

7. Turnham, David OPt cit. P.17
8. Sen A.K. Peasants and Dualism with or without

surplus labour 1966.
9. Wellisz Dual Economies Disguised Unemployment

and the unlimited supply of labour Econo.
mica! Vol.35 No.137 Eob.1968.

10. Leibenstein A: theory of underemployment in baokward
economies 1966.

11. Pramit, Chaudhry: Readings in Indian Agricultural De.
velopment.
George Allen and Unwin 1972! P ~ 47
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(b) A minimum rate of disguised unemplo~ment in some of the-
Indic.n stntes vary between 26 per cent to 29 per cent.12

In "Asian Drama," G. Myrdal has also disoussed this problem to-
some extent. He says that under unchanged production techniques,
cnpital input, industrial framework and with only minor changes in the
organisation of work, the S&!Deaggregate produce could be obtained
oven if a part of the labour force was removed.13 While referring
to the study of B. Datra, he sa.y~that 28 per cent of the labour force-
ia waoted in agriculture in LDCs. Workers get work for 69 days in
busy, aDd 58 days in the slack season out of every 100 available-
dnys14 Taking the busy and the slack aeasons together, cultivators
nnd artisans are unemployed for 30 per cent and agricultural labou-
rers for 35 per cent of man's labour days.IS The ratio of Udr, referr-
ed by Desai16

, Eicher17• Kendajin18 and Ranis and Fei19 is somewhat
Isimilar to the one calculated on the basis of table 1. Udar ratios vary

between .348 to .35. If we consider the Indifin case referred by
'"

Pramit Chaudhry, the Udar is .26 in many of the Indian States. For
our study, we may take Udr"" .3.20 Po in 1972 was 64.89 m21and

12. Ibid.
13. Myrdal, G. : Asian Drama pp. 1007-1008.
14. Ibid.
15. Ibid.

16. Desai M. and Mazundar: "A test of the Hypothesis of Disguis_
ed Unemployment" EconomlcaVol.
XXXVII February 1970.

17. Eicher, C.K. and Anshel.-Disguised Unemployment in Agri.
oulture.

18. Kenadjian, B.-Diguised unemployment in underdeveloped.
countries 1961.

19. Ranis, Gustav and Fei,-Development of the labour Surplus_
Economy. Theory, and Policy, Irwin
Inc. 1964.

20. Udr = (Nwhrt-l00XAwhrt)
Nwhrst

IUO
21. Afzal, Muhammad, 1972 census :-Population expected and

actual. The Pakistan De-
velopment Review Vol.
XII No. 2 Summer 1973•.
P-125
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22 23 ., , I

Pgr ••••036 and Rpt=~7 and we oan oalulate Rpt and Udrt as
under c

II

Rpt [(po+po. Pgr) +(Pt1 X Pgr)]Rpt ==
II

Rpt [(64.89m+2.33m)+(Pt1 +Pgr)]Rpt ""
II

Rpt [(67.22m)+(67.22mX .03'3)]Rpt -
II

Rpt [(67 .22m)+ (2.4lm)]Rpt =
D 48.74m1<pt-

f (48.74mx.32) (lOO-lOOX70)
100

L 100

,. , r
Vart =

I I I

Va,t CD

•( (ltpt.Rlf) (Nwhrt-lOOxAwhrst) I
I Nwhrst I
l 100 J

1
I
J

,n
Vart == 4.67 million

This is the labour force in the rural sector of Pakistan whose marginal
productivity is either zero or J;legligblo; If it is put to other productive
uses we can raise the level of national output and promote welfare
function. Now let us take the problem of unemployment in the
urban areas of Pakistan.

II
Unemployment in the urban areas of Pakistan

The exact magnitude of unemployment in the urban areas is
not known. Some surveys conducted by various persons and
institutions point to the fact that the problem is of huge dimen.
sions. From the studies of Jozefwicz,24 R. A. Karwanski2S and

22. Ibid P-124
23. Nulty l Green Revolution in Weilt Pakistan.
24. Jozefowicz A.-Unemployment Among. the Eduoated Youth.

National Commission on Manpower and
Education 1970. .

25. Karwanski. B.A.-Education and the Supply of Manpow~
in Pakistan Part II
Manpower Planning Projeot ILO/UNDI
1910.
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Registrations removed " On live register at thePlaccd in employment
end Qf the year/monthOn live during the year/month during the yen/ month Col (4-5-7")Year / month rl!&iater Registel"ed Total

Percentat t.'le cluring Col. Percent Percent incr:ease( +)/end of the (2+3) of the of th~ decrease(. )previous year/month Number total Number total Number over. theYear/month
applicants applicants pervious
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Yenr/montll1 " ~ 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

1069.70 1,66,480 3,04,423 4,70,903 57, 180 12.14 2,26, 007 47.99 1,87,716 (+) 12,75
197il-71 1,87,716 2,82, 029 4,1>9,745 65, 6S9 13.99 2,36,826 60.44 1,67.,8'20 (.) 10,92
IS71-7g I, 87, 220 3.01, SS9 4, G8.569 43, 2'12 10.29 ll,54, He 54.24 1,66,201 (~ ) 0,61
I 97S- (~ I, ~G,201 2,78,970 4,45,171 42,1'94 9.48 2.37, 609 53.37 .' I, ~5, 368 (-) 0.50
IS73."j4 1. 65, 368

46.'77 to:l2,94,975 4, eo. 343 53,529 11.53 2,15.31G 1,91, 498 (+) 15.80 'I

..j
1973 \Nov 1,71. 148 23.587 1.94.735 4.379 2.25 14. 736 7.5.6 1,75.620 ( .) 2.61Dec I. 75. 620 26.538 2,02,158 4,567' 2.26 21.839 10.80 1,75.572 (+) 0.08. -197,!! Jan 1.75,752 24. 330 2;00.082 4.461 2.23 19.486 9. 74 I, 76. 135 (4-) 0.22Feb 1.76,135 25, 171 2.01. 306 4.433 2. 20 19,052 9.46 1,77,821 (+) 0.96Mar 1,77.821 26, 702 2.04.523 4.532 2.22 18,340 8.97 1.81.651 (+) 2.15

Apr 1.81.651 27. 112 2.08.763 4.236 2.03 15,871 7.60 1. 88, 656 (+) 3.86M"y 1.88,656 23.417 2.12.073 4,876 2.30 17.670 8.33 1,89.527 (+) 0.46-Tun 1.89,527 24. 302 2,13.829 4.560 2.13 17.771 8.31 1.91',498 1+) I. 04
rul 1.91.498 24,042 2. 15,540 4. :708 2.18 16.193 7.51 1,94.639 (+) I. 64Aug 1,94,639 24.421 2.19.060 4. lSI I. 69 15,'61)8 7. 12 1,99.301 (..) 2.40Scp I. 99, 301 20.481 2. 19,782 4.069 I. 85 19.421 8.84 1,96.292 ( .) 1.51
Oct I. 96. 292 19.414 2,15.706 3.425 1.59 P.807 8.26 1.94,474 (-I 0.93Nov 1.94.474 24.496 2.16,970 4.024 1.64 20,499 Q. ;16 1,94,4017 (.) 0.01

, - . ~ --Soui~e:MOAthlyStatlsticalBulletlA.Vol.22Dec. 19''',No. t2 MinistryofFiAanco
Planningand EconomIcAffaIr•. Govt.or PAI<lotAft
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Number of applicants

Placed in employment Registrations removed On live registcn at
the end of the

Location On live during tJ:Ie month during the month
month Col. (4-5-7).

of register
Registered Total

Percelit
employment at the

during the Col. Percent Percent increase( +)
exchanges end of

month (2+3) of t.'le of the decrease(-)
previous Number

total Number
total Number

over tlte
month

applicants applicants previous
monthi 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

(ii) Sind 33.817 5,081 ~ 1.060 kE ~ ~ ~ (+) d.41

Karachi 15.612 2,511 18.123 542 2.99 1,492 8.23 16.089 (+) 3.06S. I. T. E. Karachi 12,916 894 13.810 227 1. 64 I, "538 11.14 12.045 (-) - 6.74Landhi I.G08 176 1.184 38 3.21 117 9.88 1:029 ,(+) 2.08Hydernbad 2, 369 656 3.025 179 5.92 246 8.13 2.600 (+) 9.75Sukkar 1.912 844 2.756 _ 74 2.69 488 17.71 2,194 (+) 14.75
\'.!>
CO

(iii) N.w. F. P. ~ 3. 397 ~ 572 1. 47 ~ ~ ~ (+) 2.46
" I

Peshawar 6.430 886 7,316 149 2,04 795 10.'87 6.372. (- ) 0.90Kona! 3.220 4n 3.712 133 3.5C 186 5:- 01 3,393 .(+) 5.370.1. Khan 2.443 122 2.565 16 0.62 146 5.69 2,403 (0)1 1.64Mardan 6.176 333 7.109 45 0.65 245 3.45 6.818 (+) 0.62S'l-"at 3,354 195 3,549 18 0.45 150 4.23 3,383 (+) O.il6AtJbotlabad 8,171 563 8,734 55 0.64 35~ 4.11 8.319 (+) 1.81Tarbe1a 2.972 075 3,647 137 3.76 - - 3,510 (+) 18.10Bennu 2. 106 131 2,237 19 0.85 72. 3.22 2.146 (+) 1. 9C

(iv) Ea!uc:,istan ~ m 3.118 87 J.,J2 lli .!!:.11 2.773 (-) 4.08

~",
Quetla 2.891 227 3,118 87 2.79 258 8. 27 2,713 (-) 4.08

Source : Directorate of Labour Welfare. GoV!.of Punjab.
BaluehiS1an& N. W.F. Provine.e.." _.

.~ ~..•.."I-~'","~~ ' ,\.,.•.
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Kaare-An Exercise in Projeoting Manpower and
Eduoation Requirements of Ea,8t and West
Pakistan 1961-1990.

Statistioal Bulletin Vol. 22 No. 12 Dec. 1974(i) Monthly
P-I03.

(ii) Probe in the question of Unempioyment Amongst Eduoat.
ed Youth Manpower Council 1968:

(iii) Eduoated Manpower and its pa.ttern of utilisation, Man"
power Counoil. 1968.

(iv) Unemployment Amongst the Eduoated youth Ma.npower
eounoil, 1970

Myrdal G. : Asian Drama P-1022
Ibid P-1021
Table-2
Ibid

26. Ruud

27.

28.
29.
.30.
,31•

'Buud,26' we get a rate of unemployment varying from 17 per
" to 21 per cent. Manpower counoil studies, state that the
cated labour.force growsat the rate of 7.6 per oent and the
moor of new enterants in the labour-force'is about half a million.17
oiher source wbich provides facts about the nature of the problem
the employment exohanges.

The figures supplied by them show the acuteness of the problem.
Mthe same time we mUllt know that employment exchanges provide
".,arUal faots. Aooording to G. Myrdal. "The labour exohange
'rMorns are very unreliable indioators of the volume of unemployment
ill the urban centres.' '28 The reason is that these oentres are not
patly helpful in the provision of jobs. Moreover there is DO

monetary inoentive for registration. Myrdal says: "rbe absence cf
any unemployment compensation soheme removes muoh of the
incentive to register".:<9 Anyhow employment exohanges do provide
01with some data for understanding the magnitude of the problem.
~e<lording to table-2, 1,65,368 persons were on live register and
e1Q4,975were registered during the year 1973.743°. Total manpower
.bto,bed by the employment exohanges were 4,60,313, against
which 53,629 (i.e, 11.63 per ceI;lt) were placed in employment)!.

From Table-3, we get some data for the analysis of the problem
It the provinoiallevel In Panjab 1.38 lao persons were registered
Ind 2,301>(i.e. 1.67 per cent) were provide~ with jobs during Novem •
bert 1974. During the same period in Sind, N.W.F.P. and Baluchistan,
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K, Ruud.2G we get a rate of unemployment varying front 17 per
cent to 21 per cent. Manpower counoil studies, sta.te that the
educated labour.foroe growsat the rate of 7.6 per oent and the
number of new enterants in the labour.foroe' is about half a million.17

Another source wbich provide3 faots about the nature of the problem
is the employment exohanges.

The figures supplied by them show the acuteness of the problem.
At the same time we mutlt know that employment exchaoges pr,')vide
partial faots. Aooording to G. Myrdal. "The labour exohange
returns are 'very unreliable indioators of the volume of unemployment
in the urban centres.' '28 The reason is that these oentres are not
greatly helpful in the provision of jobs. Moreover there is no
monetary incentive for registration. Myrdal says: "The absence of
any unemployment compensation scheme removes much of the
inoentive to register" .£9 Anyhow employment exchanges do provide
U9 with some data for understanding the magnitude of the problem.
According to table-2, 1,65,368 persons were on live register and
2,94,975 were registered during the year 1973_743°. Total manpower
absorbed by the employment exchanges were 4,60,313, against
which 53,529 (i.e, 11.63 per cellt) were placed in employment)!.

From Table-3, we get some data for the analysis of the problem
at the provincial level In Panjab 1.38 lac persons were registered
and 2,300 (i.e. 1.67 per cent) were provide~ with jobs during Novem-
bert 1974. During the same period in Sind, N.W.F.P. and Baluchistan,

26. Ruud Kaare-An Exercise in Projecting Manpower and
Education Requirements of East and West
Pakistan 1961-1990.

Statistical Bulletin Vol. 22 No. 12 Deo. 1974(i) Monthly
P-103.

(ii) Probe in the question of Unempioyment Amongst Educat-
ed Youth Manpower Council 1968:

(iii) Educated Manpower and its pattern of utilisation, Man.
power Council. 1968.

(iv) ,Unemployment Amongst t,he Educated youth Ma.npower
eouncil, 1970

Myrdal G. : Asian Drama P-:-I022
Ibid P-1021
Table-2
Ibid

27.

28.
29.
30.
.31.
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out of 38,898-38,869 and 3,118 registered persons, 1.060-572 and
87 persons were placed in employment respectively.

The poeition of job-seekers, on the basis of literacy is given in
Table-4. Persons on live register and registered during April-June
1974 at Matric, post matric certificate and Diploma holders, polytec-
hnic Graduates, (Arts, Commerce, Science, Engineering and Education)
levels were respectively, 77,322 - .33,797 - ,1,650 - ,8,158 -. and 1,675
against which 2,429 (3.4 per cent), 1,893 (4.7 per cent), 64(3.88 per
cent), 160 (1.96 per cent) and 13 (0.78 per cent) persons respectively
were placed in different jobs

The N.D.V.P. has been started to help the unemployed.

TABLE-5

GOVERNMENM OF PAKISTAN
N.D.V.P.

Statement showing details of the stipend of Volunteers for January 1975

S.No. Categories of Date of No,of Amount Placed
Volunteers V. Slip V. in job

1. Post Matric 235 1308 3,05,700.002. BA/B.Sc./B.Com./Bed 260 1137 2,92.240.00 .98%.3. B.A./B.Sc./B.Com,
(Hons) (B. Tech.) 285 38 9,975.00

4. M.A./M.Sc./M.Com.
MBA/B.8c./Engg. 335 1345 4,46,715.00

5. M.Sc. Engg. 385 2 770.006. Ph. D. 485 3 1,455.00---- ---- ---------
3,833 10,56,855.00 0.95%---- ---- ------ ------

This scheme has faUed to solve the problem of unemployment.
There are various misconceptions about the scheme. It is not ab8orb~
ing the eduoated unemployed. In faot it provides some finanoial
relief to the educated youth who are seeking jobs. It is a programme
under whioh unemployment compensation is given to the jobless
persona: @ Post Matrio Rs. 235, Graduates Rs. 260, Graduates (hons)
Rs. 285, Post Graduates Rs. 335, Pb. D. 485), The performanoe of
various offioes of N.D. V.P. haa been very poor. We may take the oase,
of Lahore offioeof N.D.V.P. where during February, 1975, 3,833 persons-

I
I
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were registered and those provided with jobs were less than one per
cent. The detail bas been given in table 5. As the N.D.V.P.
scheme bas failed t.o absorb the eduoated youth in produotive jobs._
the survey of Punjab Planning and Development Department whioh.
was coduoted some time back. still holds good. From the following.
survey.

Results of the Survey of Educated Unemployed in Labore

Qualifications Total Number of Percentage of
number unemployed unemployed
covered

A. Matrio 164 32 19.5
Intermediate 87 5 5.8

B. Degree level 74 21 28.4-- --
Arts 63 15 28.3
Soienoe 21 6 28.6

C. Post.Graduate
level. 59 25 42.4
Arts 49 21 42.9
Scienoe 10 , 40.0

D. Professional &
Teohnioal 60 16 26.7

Total (A+B+C+D) 444 99 22.3

Souroe :-Planing .and Develpment Department, Punjab.

It is evident that average rate of unemployment is 22.3 per oent~
The problem is acute at degree and post-graduate level and the ratelt-
of unemployment are 42.9 and 40 per oent respeotively. Unemploy~
ment at the degree level is 6 per oent above the average rate. This.
average rate of 22.3, per oent is similar to the one oalulated by the,
Jozefowioz32, B.A. Karwanski33 and Buud Kaara34• If we,
take into consideration the facts giveu in table-2,3 and 4. the rate-
of unemployment in the urban areas of Pakistan is about 29 per
oent35•

32. Jazefowicz op. oi~.
33. Karwanski op. oit.
34. Rund Kaare op. cit.
35. Monthly Statistioal Bulletin

Vo1.22 No.12 December.
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In this seotion I have viewed the overall trends and nature of
~unemployment partioularlyamong the eduoated youth, in the urban
.areas. After looking through the telescope from both the ends, we
. can examine how our manpower is being wasted and the problem of
'unemployment and disguised unemployment has assumed high propor.
tions! Before this very force sinks under the avalanche of privation,
physical hardship and moral suffering, we must come out with some
,~olution, to which, I turn now.

III
Employment Under A Free Market System

One conventional way to analyse and solve the problem has been
.to consider one or two important causes of unemployment. Through
this policy of considering an apex of the vast pyramid, we have

: failed to generate sufficient investible.surplus to be used for manpo .•
'wer absorption. Anyhow for the solution of the problem under free
~market system, we will have to eliminate the causes of unemployment .
..As for Pakistan the causes are: recurrent gaps in effective demand and
; effective supply, ineffeotive system of our employment exchanges, laok
'of vocational training, slow pace of capital fromation; low rate of
,saving and investment, capital intensive techniques, defects in the
-educational system and the pressure of population. Normally these
:and some other causes are considered to be responsible for the' high
..•.ate of unemployment in Pakistan. While eliminating these causes,
we will have to generate sufficient investible. surplus .whioh should
.absorb the maximum number of our unemployed labour force. This
may be through labour. intensive teohnique. Here a school of thought
.has emerged advocating the choice of capital intensive technology, even
.in labour surplus economics. Its argument usually rests on some suoh
assumptions as: (i) saving out of profit is unity, henoe it can promote
'investment and increase profit, where-as savil1g out of. wages is zero.
,.(ii)output per worker is simply a function of capital. They hold tha'
jf labour. intensive technology is,used more of the total output will get
-distributed in favour of wage sector which does not save. In this case
less reinvestment will be possible and a lower rate of growth will resuh.
than the one which would result from c~pital intensive technology. The
<'Opponents say it is simply absurd. Such an argument, howevet•
.attradtive it may aprear as an intellectual exercise, is neither oorreot
.analytically, nor valid in the historical perspective of past develop;
.ment, nor aoceptable politioa;lly in Pakistan. If. all the unemployed
workers are absorbed with a given amount of capital, totai output will
increase, enabling both the wages and profit to rise even under the
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1Jocalled free market meohanism. Side by side, there should be an
.effort to increase the investible surplus which is needed for additional
job opportunities. Prof. Galenson and Leibenstein36 have given a
_formula for this:

r=P.e.W
--C-

:by dividing both the numerator and dencminator with (e) we get:

P-W
e Po-W

o a..w.
e

where P - ontput per machine
e = number of work~rs per machine
W = cost of maohine
Po = Produot per labourer

a.w. = value of oapital per labourer
C0=-e

The surplus generated should be of such a.m~>untwhich should
:absorb maximum number of unemployed. It has been explained with
a diagram. It deals with suoh production function which genera.te, P
.and P' output with labour and capital as inputs.

Through this production funtion we have initial investible
,surplus Rd- Itf 0::0 fd. Now fd. should be used in a. way that it
should absorb -unemployed labour force which is AB. Due to
technological and other production constraints we can provde jobs
-upto E2. This technique will be more labour intensive and we can get
"maximumoutput Y and after that there will be deoline in P'. Even
with labour entensive teohnique we cannot solve the problem of unemp.
iloyment beoause in our model for a free eoonomyadditional employment
',isEl E2 where as El E2 < AB. So in Pakistau, (where saving ratio has
!been very low37and there have been saving and trade gaps, due to

36. Galenson and Leibenstein, Investment Criteria, Produotivitv
and EoonomioDevelopment. Quarterly Journal of Economics
August 1965 referred by A.K. Sen in Choioe of Teohniques
P-16.

37. Doouments of bt, 2ud, 3rd Qnd4th Five Yea.r Plans, Plann.
ing commission, Government of Pakistan.
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-which there has been a torrential flow of foreign aid,38) all the techni .•
.ques of produotion have failed to absorb the unemployed labour foroe.
AB has always been longer than EI E2 and there has been failure on
employment front. Some think that viewing one oause or another is
a micro-view of the problem. Acoording to this school of thought
unemployment is inherent in the free market system and these causes
are the produot of the -free enterprise system40• If you do away
with this system, you oan aohieve full employment.

Under a system of private enterprise, the deoisions of the emplo.
yers determine the amount of employment offered to the working
population. The entrepreneurs themslves are subjeot to deoide one
way or another and the deoisions of each influence the deoisions of the
rest. There is no central oontrol, on plan of action and whatever
aotually ooours in eoonomio life is the result of innumerable indepen-
dent individual decisions. The course whioh is best for eaoh individual
to pursue in bis own interest is rarely the same a.B the oourse oalculated
to promote the interests of the sooiety as a whole. If the free marke,t
economy appears fantastio when food stuffs are destroyed while men
go hungry (as happened during 1920,s) we must remember that is not
surprising that interaotion of free ~ndividual decisions should lead so
often to irrational and bewildering results.

Under the market, goods and servioes are produced in order that
they may be sold profitably. Thus the output of goods and services
that will be produced depends upon the ~emand for them. "Demand
implies money expenditure, not desire, or need, no matter how great a.
man's need may be for goods to feed and clothe. Unle51sone has money
-to pay n3ed does not constitute demand." The problem of unem-
ployment arises due to gaps in aggregate demand and aggregate supply.
'Some times there is depression and some times there is the problem of
stagflation and recession. Under depression aggregate demand lags
behind aggregate supply. Under suoh oondition men are out of work,
maohinbs are idle, and land falls out of cultivation. Output starts
falling due to deficient demand, while needs are not satiated. Under

39. Ibid.
40. Marx, Karl: Capital Volume I,PP.600, 60! Progress Publishers,

MOBOOW •.

38. Ibid
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the system of private enterprise the main motive is profit.41 When
there is no profit margin goods are not supplied in the market. People
are unemployed, without purchasing power and cannot buy anything
from the market. There may also be deaths due to starvation. This
is due to economic convulsions whioh sometimes take the shape of
deppession, recession 'and stagflation. Sometimes there are the
periods of expansion, prosperity and greater opportunities for
employment for the job.seekers. In 1920's, the capitalist world was
in the grip of & severe depression. There was mass-unemployment
of 3,70,00,000. According to J.K. Galbraith 1,30,00,090persons were
without jobs in the U.S.A. in 193342• Even today,.the-llO-called free
world is faced with the problem of unemployment and the theoretical
concepts are undergoing radioal ohanges. In the U.S.A. the rate of
inflation is 15 per cent and unemployment has reached the figure of 85
lacs (i.e. 9 percent).43 According to the 1.H.T., 81,76,000 persons
are unemployed in the U.S.A.44

This showa, that with an increase in the rate of inflation there is
also an inorease in the rate of unemployment. This is not in line
with the thought given through philips ourves, after the 2nd world war.
1£ we draw a philip ourve now it will show a different tendency.
According to Herschel 1. Grossman,4S the study by Philips, (1958)
revealed two emperical regularities with regard to British oyclesin
unemployment and wage inflation, prior to 2nd world war. These
Bame regularities appear also to oharacterise the experienoe of Euro~
peon and Nort,h Amerioan countries during the same period. Firstly
the" average relation between unemployment and inflation is inverse.46

41. Houston H. Financial Policy in Wars and Slumps P.S.
King and Staples Ltd.
England 1944.

42. Galbraith, J.K. The Great Orash 1929
43. B.B.O. monitored .in Lahore' on 7~h June 1975

at 6.10 A,M. (local time).
44. Business and Finance Seotion, International Herald Tribune

Published with the New York Times and the Washington
Post. Paris, 26th May, 1975

45. Grossman I. Herschel The OyolioalPattern of Unemploy~
ment and wage inflation.
Economica Vol. 41 No. 164 Nove-
mber 1975.

46. Johnson G. Harry Fur~her Essays in Monetary Econ"
omics P.329
George AJIen and Unwin 19'72.
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In other words, on average, the lower the unemployment rate, the
bigher the rate of wage inflation, the lower the unemployment rate.
the greater the increase in the inflation rate assooiated with a further:
decrease in the rate of unemployment. "These days the pattern of
unemployment and wage inflation seems to have changed" .47

When infltion has aocelerated, often unemployment has initially
decreased. However in the final stages of aocelerating inflation
unemployment has inoreased.48 This oondition prevails in today's free
eLterprise system49 of the U.S.A. and Western Europe. In the U.S.A.
and the U.K. both rate of inflation and unemployment are rising. If
we follow their model, we cannot get rid of the problem of unemploy .•
meot in Pakistan. However we can learn from the full.employment
experience of a centrally planned economy.

IV
FoIl.Employment Experience of a Centrally Planned Economy

Now we turn to the experience of full. employment in a centrally
planned economy. In the planned economy, both the effeotive
demand and the necessary amount of goods can be preoisely determin-
ed in advanoe. The balance. sheet of the income and expenditure
of the population enables the planning bodies to establish correct
proportions between the effective demand and supply of the people.
This can be done because market relations are allowed

much less leakage under sooialism than under capitalism.
Socialist enterprises do not need an open market to realise their
output and to buy raw materials. They produce the goods and
receive the supplies of raw material aocording to material and teohnical
.supply plans. The demand and supply of commodities on the market
is acoounted and planned by the planning agenoy. Acoording to
G. Sorokin.so "In the U.S.S.B.planning of commodity produotion

47. Ibid.
48. Ibid.
49. ROSS A. Stephe~ and Wachter: Wage DeterminatiC'n. Infla-

tion and Industrial Struoture"
The American Economic Review Septe•

. mber 1973 Vol.63 No.4 P.691
50. Sorokin G.: Planning in the U.S.S.R •• Problems of theory

and organization.
Progress Publishers 1967.



and the volume of the state and oo.operative trade, is possible only
because the bulk of these oommodities is produced in sooialist
enterprises and the bulk of the people's income (i.e. effective demand)
oonsists of easily acoounted payments by state organisation and
enterprises." So there is always a balance in the effeDtivedemand
and effective supply. No gap is allowed to generate any orisis; hence
the problem of unemployment is controllable.

The method adopted in the U.S;S.R. is Buohthat inter. sectoral and
intera.seotoral balance is also maintained while doing away with the
problem of unemployment. Mr. N.P. FedorenkoSl has given the,
following model for the final produot growth rate through whioh
some specifionumber of job. seekers is absorbed:

)
>J

{a 1+0. 3) (g-~ +0.3 (:Jt)'
g+Q
+1C+a2+(s +821) (l+g)yo)]

~=a2(K/L)/+a3(- N.IL)/+g (1- g+Q
q NJL NIL -{ Qx(l- W)

L c

"g=Qx (1+~)
o

"where g=the final product growth rate;

~ •••per-hour output growth rate; aI, 0.2, a3=parameters for-
q

distribution of the national income respeotively for primary income of
the population, profit and rent;

(KIf) I (NIL)'KIt ==assets-per"mangroth rate, NIL -rate of change in input,

of land values per man-hour; Q==standard rate of response in delay
of resources final product fixed lag:
X -resources co.efficient ;
C =number of enterprises growth rate;
W=economies by change of production scale ~
II"'"autonomous teohnical progress
81- share of aooumulation in final produot ;
S2=share of renovation in final product;
Yo, is the initial value for final product.

51. Fedorenko N.P.-Optimal Funotioning system for a Sooialist
Eoo;oomy. Progress Publishers 1974.
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This is how growth is I)!anoed in a. scientifio way. while making
projections for final product growth rate, investment ratio, rate of
depreciation and employment growth rate (job-creation).52 Accord-,
ing to Yefimov and Anchishkin the volume and rate of population
growth, the number of these engaged in material production and
the rate of their increase, Me most important in calculating the growth
rate of Y and employment.s3 They consider population and labour'
force gr owth through these equations:

P=L).Pt+l = Pt. b-Pt.m
Pt Pt

Incre'llse in labour force = Lt +1=1 + 1
IT

1 L).Lt+l
"" Lt

where P=size of population. "b" and um" birth Bnd death rates co-.
efficients L=La:bour. After making projections for labour foroe.
growth, steps are taken to absorb it in various sectors of the
economy.

According to Miroshnichenko and Koval, an important task of'
national economic planning is to provide all branches of the economy
with adequate manpower resources of the required skills. This is
achieved by assessing the manpower requirements of the economy
and checking them with the available manpower resouroe". With this
strategy, during 1966-70 the requirements of the Soviet national
eoonomy for additional labour exceeded the number of young men,
and women reaching working age. This stage was not achieved
overnight. There has been long list of economic problems for the.
manpower absorption.

During the first years of Soviet power, when' many factorie'S,.
transportation and communication system were devastated by seven
years of world and civil war the number of unemployed in towns
and cities was increasing. According to E.H. Manevich. "The number
of not studying and gainfully employed yonng people at the age of

52. Fedorenko N.P.-Op. Cit. P-71.
63. Yefimov. A. and Anchishkin, K.A., .

Economics Management Planning.
Novosti Press Agency P-156
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'14 to 28 was 20,29,000 in 1923; 21,27,OaO in 1924; 22,46,000 in
'1925".55 After the revolution millions of farmers got land free of
',charge. A turning point oame when the U.S.S.R. started reo()nstruot~
ing her entire national eoonomy through oentralised eoonomio
'planning.

Thousand of newly oonstruoted enterprises in industry, transpor.
"tation, oommunioation and other sectors of the eoonomy required
,millions of workers, hunureds of thousands of engineers, technicians,
-dootors and teaohers. Meanwhile profound sooia1 and eoonomia
.development was taking plaoe in the oountryside, large-soale oo-ope.
'ratives appeared and most of the peasants joined oollective farms.
Acoording to Manevioh unemployment started dim,inishing sharply in
,the oountry by 1926. In 1926-27, there was an annual number of
125.2 vacancies per 100 applicants for jobs.56 In 1928-29, there

-were 174.4 vaoanoies per 100 applicant in all trades and professions.51

,In the first two years of the first 5 years plan period (1929...•.30) some
. 30,O() ,000 job-seekers found employment in all seotors of the national
,eoonomy. The need for skilled manpower was being aotually felt in
1929. In 1930, the various seotors of the national eoonomy were
,short of about 5 lao skilled workers. By the end ot 1930, the onoe
"so orowded employment exchanges were closed down. Unemploymen
'was practioally done away with in 1931. This is how a centrally
.planned economy achieved full-employment at a time when the so.
-called free.market system was caught in depression, due to whioh
'3,70,00,000 persons were layed off.58

V

Manevich,
Ibid
Manevich op.oit.
Galbraith op. oit.
Azfar KamaI-Ohines Synthesis P-IU

Ravi.Delmon Ltd. Karaohi 1974.

65.
56.
57.
u8.
S9.

'Manpower Utilization in China
At the time of liberation China had an aoute problem of unemp'

loyment. The oountry had 4 million unemployed workers. Aocord-
ing to Mr. Azfar, millions of tenants were under-utilised in the rura
areas of China.59 Mr. Azfar savs, "In 1950, party direotives wer

54. Mirsohniohenko, B. and Koval, N. Fundamentab of
Eoonomic Planning P-213
Novosti, Press Agenoy Publishing
1972.

E.H.-"U.S.S.R.-FuU~employment PP 11-12
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Issued that unemployed workers must be provided jobs step by step.
With determined effort the problem was fully solved by 1958".60"
Bow was the problem of unemployment solved! The Chinese give a,
very simple answer which may be confusing at the first instance. but,"_
that is the only answer. . They say it is due to the people. "As..
long 8S there are people, every kind of miraole can be performed."6L
To eliminate unemployment and rural under-employment, the Chinese..
",tarted commune system. In 1958 the Ohinese oompleted the socialilJ--
ation of their agrioultural seotor. Now there are 25,000 oommunes.6~'
After socialisation, it was possible to ab.sorb the urban unemployed!

I

in the rural seotor.63 Aooording to the same Bouroe, the vast rura.t
region could ahsorb 37,50,000 urban residents.64 In the rural seotor,
the production of agrioultural tools, dra.inage pumps, diesel and
gasoline engines, agricultural processing maohines, threshers, chemicals.
and fertilisers absorbed the surplus labour force and enabled China-
to have two orops.6S Acoording to a Chinese source, the rural areas.
which were devoid of industry throughout their long past are now'
dotted with small hydroelectric power stations and small faotories
produoing steel. farm maohinery, chemioal fertilizer and oement.66~
All the oounties have their own factories making and repairing farm.
machines.67 This absorbed the job.seekers. The communes, whioh,
have done this, are fully autonomous units in the sense that ther
cwn source of production and formulate plans for their development •.
Through works programmes and building industrial units, the 00"

mmunes have absorbed innumerable works. For example, beginning
in 1966, over 4,50,000 peasants dug a 250 kilometre canal whioh
starts in Eastern Honan flows through Northern Anhwei and empties
into Hungtse lake in Kiangsu Province. Dur~ng the flood season.

60. Ibid.
61. China Reconstruots November 1970-P .•36.
62. People's Republio of China-An Economio Assessment P.llS,

U.S.A. 1972.
63. Kung.Jen, Jih Poa Peking-January 4, 1958 referred in An

Economio Profile of Mainland China Vol, 2 Population and
Manpower Resources Washington 1967.

64. Ibid.
65' People's Republio of China-An Economio Assessment Pub,

lished from the U.S.A. 1972.
66. China Reconstructs P-6 Ja.nuary, 1975. -
67. Cheng Shih: A Glance at China's Economy P-18 Peking

1974.
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.!t diverts the water from 14: oounties of the Huai River basin
into the lake.68 1,00,000 persons from Honan Provinoe worked for

.a whole winter in Anhwei Provinoe digging 65 lao oubic meters of
-earth before going baok to their own provinoe to start dredging the
'fo River.69 3 to 4: lao workers mainiy oommune !11embersworked

.as main foroe every winter and spring to harness one or two major
rh'ers.70 Every year sinoe 1952, 10,00,000peasant builders marohed

. ~Q water oonservation sites during off season. They raised 600
lUillion oubio metres of earth and widened 4,000 kilo-metres of dykes

.along the Yangtse and Han Rivers. In 18 years, the people oom•
.pleted 4,00,000 water oonservation projeots on the Ohianghan plain•
.A few of the projeots were finanoed by the state, the rest were finano-
.ed and built by the looal people themselves.71 Taohing drill team of
1,205 whiohhas beoome a model for workers ha.d a drilling reoord of
1,00,000 metres annually.72 This is how mass-mobilisation of un•
.employed and under. employed workers was done in China. How is
this mass mobilisation possible ~ G. Myrdal says that mass-labour
~obilisation is a natural prooess in an egalitarian sooiety.73 This is
possible in China under their commune system and ooUeotiveowner;
ship of means of produotion. In Pakistan, we can mobilize the under••

.emplo~ed and unemployed labour foroe to Bome extent through 'the
N.D.V.P, and Peoples' Works Programme but we oannot do away with
the problem of unemployment. This is due to the reason that the
'sooial, eoonomioand politioal institutions whioh prevail in China do
not prevail in Pakistan.

VI
Conclusion

We play mythologioal Sisyphus wh&nw~ take-one OJ' tw.o.oausea
..of unemployment and try to solve the problem in a conventional
.'ray. It is like oonsidering an apex of a vast pyramid. The problem
.is not merely rooted in less.developed system of employment ex-
-changes, immobility of labour, lack of vocational training, population'
cpressure.low pace of oapital formation and laok of full utilizQ,tion

68. China Tames Her Rivers Peking 1972. P-22.
69. Ibid.
70. Ibid P-34.
71. Ohina Tames her Rivers Pekjng 1972 P-45.
'72. Ohina Pictorial 1971 No.9 P-4.
'73. Myrdal G. : Asian Drama P-1362.
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of industrial capacity;' it is also rooted in the political, economic
and Docialinstitutions.. These causes are the produot of the eoonomio
cystem in which we live. This system has its own contradictions.
Whenva want to solve one problem, the solution gives rise to another
problem. During a.period of rising cost of living, wage-increase is a.
relief which also causes further inflation. This is how we have one
positive feed-back loop. This prooess continues and after a time we
flnd multi.loop nonlinear feedback systems which operate in the
economy. To giv& an example of contradiotion in the capitalist
oyatem,consider the trend of a Philip curve. The average re!atiOIIbet .•
17een unemployment and inill.lJtion,isinversei.e. the lower the unemploy-
ment rate, the greater the increase in the rate of inflation. Now consider
the U.S.A. experience in the last quarter of 1974. During this period,
there was a budgetary out of $ i billion to reduce the rate of inflation
by 1 per cent. Due to tihis reduction in expendituro the rate of
inflation did not decrease, Mwever the rate of unemployment increas-
ed and 70,OOll persons were layed off. We must realise the contradio.
tions of the oapitalist system, before seeking some solution under it.
If we do not do it, we will oontinue playing Sisyphus. As we have
been behaving like this, we have failed to mobilise our under.employed
labourforce. In Pakistan disguised.unemployment is 4.67 million.
In the urban areas N.D.V.P. is giving unemployment benefits to the
eduoated.jobseekers, but it has failed in providing them with jobs.
The average rate of unemployment of the educated youth is 22.3
per cent .. Due to population pressure, the problem of unemployment
is becoming aoute. How to solve it 1 There is a need for trans-
formation of the sooiety from oapitalism to socialism. We must
make our employment exchanges inora effeotive. There should be
desirable mobility of labour, whiohcan be done through information
media and financial support to the job.seekers. Our education
system is theoretioal-oriented; it should be biased towards more
practical training whioh will be more productive and it will also
create job opportunities. We must oheck our exploding population.
We should raise saving and investment ratios and accelerate the paoe
of capital formation in the oountry because by installing new plants,
we will oreate more jobs. To eliminate the problem of disguised
unemployment in the rural seotor mini-industrial plants for the
production of agricultural tools, drainage pumps, diesel and' gasoline -
engine.!,.threshers and fertilisers, should be,put up. Wherever possible
j]}ini.dams should be construoted. It will help in the pro:visioll of
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irrigational faoilities and generation of eleotrloity. This programm&
will 801vethe problem of under-employm.ent and disguised-unemploy"
ment. This very measure will be possible after transforming th&
sooiety. In the urban araas we must impart vooational training to-
the unskilled jobless persons: side by side we must keep an eye on

L::.Pt+1 Pt.b-Pt.m d .the growth rate of p... Pt - Pt an try to reduce Jt.

Whatever the inorease in the growth rate of labourforoe that
should be absorbed in the developing seotors of the eoonomy. This
is possible only in a oentrally.decentralised.planned eoonomy in whioh-
unemployment is eliminated.74 "It is incompatible with the predo-
minance of large-soale private ownership of the means of production
which makes for anarohy in produotion, - eoonomic orisis and mass
unADployment",is If we want to provide jobs to the jobseekers, do
away with the problem of unemployment and save our labour.force
from sinking under the avalanche of privation, physical hardship and
moral suffering, we will have to learn from the full employment
experience of China and the U.S.S.R.

,

74. Planning for Economio Development Vol. II Part 2.
Centrally Planned Eoonomies P-83 U.N.O. New York-1961)

75. Ibid.
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CURRENT INFLATION IN PAKISTAN:
A CAUSATIVE ANALYSIS

Sharafat A. Hashmi and Ahmad Faruqui
This paper is an enlargement of our earlier paper presented to the

. "Posi-Budget Saminer at Karaohi. It retains the basio theme thall the

..ourrent inflation in Pakistan is besioally struotural in oharaoter, that
is, fundamentally a oonsequenoe of the variation in struotural oonfigur-

, ation of the eoonomy. But this oonolusion is now derived in a. more
~omprehensive and elaborate manner, through testing against empiri-

, -0801 data for the West Pakistan eoonomy, relating to the period from
fisoal1959 to fisoal 1973.

Apparently, monetary influenoes aocount for 80 signifiog,nt propor-
tion of inflation in the less daveloped countries. In the final
analysis, however, their role is seen to be "propagative" or catalytic,
rather tha~ autonomous. The inflationary process in developing
countries is more conveniencingly dominated by the struotural forces,

Here we have sought to examine the thesis of structural inflation
utilizing the following six explanatory variables; (A) Ratio of deficit
finanoing to money inoome (D/Y)*; (2) Inter. seotoral terms of trade
between agrioulture and industry (Q). (3) Ratio of indireot taxes to
total taxes (Z). (4) Ratio of the external seotor to money inoome,
(ElY). (5) Excess demand for agricultural output A; and (6) Infla-
tionary expectations in the market, B.

We shall now treat each of these six variables in turn, disoussing
."first the general theoretioal aspeot, analyzing next the empirioal evid-
enoe available and, in oonclusion, deriving some implioations for'
eoonomic policy, .

. Ratio of Deficit Financing to Money Income.

The claim that monetary expansion plays a. dominant role in the"
inflationary process rests upon certain ree,trictive assumption about
the structure of the economy. It needs to be noted that the pressure

.Symbols within paranthesis are used to represent these variables
in the regression equations.
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exerted by monetary expansion varies in intensity with changes in the
economic structure as well as with the composition of the monetary
expansion.

Among the two principal components of monetary expansion, net
borrowing in the government & private sect'ors, the former, that is,
deficit financing, has a. more potent demand-pull effect. However,
the inflationary impact of this pull is conditioned by expansion in the
supply of goods and services, that is, real income. In other words,
part of this expansion is absorbed by growth in physical output.
Moreover, during a period of rising prices, some additiona.l. supply of
money has to be made available to meet the augmented transactio nary
demand. Hence the capacity of the economy to absorb new money
expands pari passu. Na.turally, deficit financing in excess of the
absorbtive capacity rather than its absolute magnitude should be
treated as factor contributing to inflation. This is the rationale for
using deficit financing per unit of money income (DIY), a proper
structural voriable, to explain the rate of inflation.

We have used the annual percentage rate of change in the implicit
price defla.tor (P) as a measure of inflation. Data on defioit financing
and money income for West Pakistan were available only for the 3
fiscal years from 1971 through 1973. For the earlier fiscal years
from 1960 through 1970,the corresponding magnitudes for undivided
Pakistan were ueed. However, we are convinced that this procedure
does Dot induce a 'structural break' in the DIY series.

We later on incorporate the DIY variable in a multiple regression
equation involving the other 5 variables. Here we report the result
we obtained when we tested DIY for the significanoe of its individual
contribution to inflation, utilizing a linear form. The equation is~

Pt ••• -1.1518 + 4.0836 (DIY) (t-l)
(0.8562) (6.4407)*

R2 0.79 R,.r:a == 0.77
D.W. == 2.13

The equation establishes a one-year lagged relationship between
DIY and inflation. We found the unlagged effeot to be insignificant.
It is clear from equation (1) that, taken individually, the one-year

-The quantities within parenthesis under the conshnt term and
the coefficient in this & all subsequent equations give the corresponding
t.ratios.
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lagged DIY explains 77% of the inflation, the relationship being-
highly significant at the 99% level of confidence, and .the regression
coefficient being similarly significant at the 99.5 % level.
Interscctoral Ttpms of Trade

As the terms of trade of agriculture relative to industry improve, ..
an inflationary propagation is impelled into the economy. This,
happens on the one hand due to the cost push influence exerted on.
industrial consumers of agricultural products, through the rising prices,
of agricultural raw materials. On the other hand a demand pun,

. effect also becomes operative in response to augmented agrioultural'
incomes.

In our oase, we have found that the growth rate in the agrioulture-.
industry terms of trade is highly significant in explaining movementl1.
in general price level. The simple linear regression equation obtained:
is as follows!

(2) P, - 5.1072 + 0.7183(0,)
(4.2345) (3.3974)

where (Qt) denotes agaiculture-industry terms of trade:
R2 = 0.49

-R-2 = 0.46
l!'(I,12) = 11.540

The effeot of variation in interseotoral terms of trade conforms to.
our a priori expectation, that is, its positive linkage with inflation is

. established. It explains, taken individually, 46% of inflation, the
relationship being, highly signifioant with only 1%margin of error.

: The regression coefficient in the equation is also significant at a very-
high level, with a confidence coefficient of 99.6% •

• Ratio of Indirect Taxes to Total Taxes

A direct relationship may be postulated on a priori grounds.
between inflation and the ratio of indireot taxe(i to total taxes.
That is, other things remaining the same, higher the proportion of
'ndirect taxes in the total taxation Btructure, higher is the rate of
'nflation. This follows from the faob that direot taxation dampens
he demand pull effects by cutting down on disposable personal inoome ..
here as, uncer market structures like ours, indirect taxes work in the

,oppolite direotion through the cost push influences. Moreover,
ndirect taxes create in the market, expectation about further-
coeleration in inflation, which is in itself strongly inflationary in.

charaoter, 8S we shall see in a later section of this paper.
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Conoerning the data for lthis explanatory variable, a similar
~prooedure was employed as for defioit finanoing ratio. The equation
turned out to be better when the double-Iogrithmio form was tried.
_However, the linkage oontinued to be of a high order of significanoe in
-the linear form &S well. We present both the equations as underl

-(3) In Pt = .16.299 + 4.7747 In Zt
(.2.7955) (3.6249)

(16 observations)

R2 == 0.5& ~.;

-2
R = 0.46

F'Ol (1,13) = 13-14

>,(30.) Pt == _ 138.1732 ..- 1.7092 Zt
( - 2.7131) (2.8226)

R2 ••• 0.40
F.os(I,12) :=0

-2
R

7.9670
= 0.35

It would be noted that there is a. positive linkage between the two
'Variables and the relationship is significant at a. very high level in both

-the formulations.
'Ratio of External Sector to National Incomel

As the share of the externa.l sector rises in gross domestio produot,
-the exposure of the oompany to the international price meohanism
:;progressively increases. Strictly speaking, the a.ctual as well as poten.
tial transmission to an economy of international influenoes depends

'entirely upon the openness of the economy.
Of course, a more "open" eoonomy would be one where protective

tariff, import licencing, export quotas, and exohange control regula'
tions cause less interferenoe with the free interplay of market forcea
It would thus be appreciated that openness of an economy is basicalll
a structural chalaoteristic which is not ellsily measurable and it cBr
be compared at two points in time only in qualitative terms. Nevel
theless, such restrictive practices as mentioned above ultimate!j
Teflect themselves in the quantum of inflow and outflow of goods an
,-services. It is, therefore. possible to employ the share of the extern'
sector in national income as on indicator of openness of the economJ
''This is actually what we have done. We have used the average (
-exports and imports as a measure of the size of the external sector an
its ratio to the national inome (ElY) as an index of the openness l
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This simple regression equation that we have obtained is:

(Pt) = • 9.4297 "" 1.7662 (ElY)' (14 observations)
(. 2.2290) (+ 3.6775)

-2
R2 = 0.53 R = 0.49 FV12 ~ 13.51
The relationship is seen to be strong. Both, the coeffioient of E/Y- .

and R2 are signifioa.nt-at a. very high level of oonfidence as the T and
F tests indicate.

As far as the interpretation of this equation is ooncerned, a word
of caution seems to be in order. '!he equation establishes a positive-
linkage between the openness of the economy and obsolute prices'
But this may not be true in all circumstances. We obtained a posi-
tive sign of the coaffioient of ElY perhaps for the simple reason thafw
the period covered by our. analysis witnessed persistent inflation in the.
world markets. It seems plausible that the inoreasing oppennes9 of-
the economy may as well acoentuate the decline in absolute prices in
domestic markets, in case the in ternational markets are in the grip of
a serious recession. Thus the sign of the coeffioient in our equation,
has no theoretical or prediotive value. Nevertholess, it does explain
the struotural nature of the current inflation in Pakistan.

Excess Demand for Agricultural Output
It hardly needs elaboration that excess demand in the eoonomy

would positively effeot inflation. However, as has been emphasized
by many economists,1 even though over. aU excess demand in the.
tot&1 economy may be insignificant or nonexistent, the existence of
excess demand in one or two important sectors has a strong infla-.
tlonary potential, if prices in other sectors are rigid downward. Thus,
for example, excess demand in agriculture would -be expected to induce
a rise in the general price level.

For. testing this hypothesis, we have used the rate of growth of
excess agrioultural demand as defined /by Argy2 as an explanatory
variable.

For purposes of measuring the excess agrioultural demand, the
following demand function is suggested by Argy

D "'" A.N.YO.6

ISee our example, Charles T. Shulte, "Recent Inflation in the
United States".

2Victor Argy, "Struotural Inflation in Developing Oountries",
Oxford Eoonomio papers, Vo1.22, 1970.
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",here A is a constant and Nand Y respeotively denote populati~n
and national inoome.

This funotion postulates that the population elastioity of agrioul.
tural demand is unity and the inoomeelastioity is 0.6. From this, the
rate of growth of agrioultural demand is seen to be

g(D) g(N) + O.6g(Y)

The rate of growth of agricultural suppy is derived from the series of
.quantum indices of agricultural production. Defining excess demand
as the proportion of demand to supply, we get the ra.te of growth of
.excessdemand as the difference between the rates of growth of demand
and supply.

It will be observ.edthat much of this procedure binges on the
postulated demand function being empirioa.l1yrelevant. Given the
.alternatives, however. it appears to us to be a workable proposition.

The simple regression equation obtained is:
(Pt) c= 3.49i5 + O.54:14A

(2.4305) (3.0219)
-2

R2 0= 43 R 0= .38 F1.12 - 9.13
"The relationship is positive and signifioant at the 1% level.
'The regression ooeffioientis also significant at the 1% level.

Inflationary Expectations.
Tho role of p3ychology in the economic process is perhaps most

clearly peroeptible in the oontext of rising prices. A continuing rise
in prices 80 affects the dynamic expectations of the entrepreneurs and
the oonsumers that they anticipate a further rise in prices in the
fnture. Consequently, the entrepreneurs step up their investment.
spending, whereas the oonsumers start "stock piling' operations.
'Theinoreased spending in tura gives a new flip to inflation. Thus
iIlflationary expeotations oocupY a prominent place among causative
factors of inflation.

Like other structural elements, the variable of inflationary
expectations also poses serious measurement problems. However•
.tl9veral quantifiable magnitudes can be employed as indicators of
ehanges in dynamio expeotations. Wtl have used, after Harberger,
-the difference between the peroentage rates of ohange in absolute
prices during the two preoeding time periods as an indicator. The
:.zegressionequation follows:

Bt •••• (Pt-l) - (Pt-z)



Where Bt is the index of inflationary expectations, and (Pt-I) and
(Pt-2) denote the growth rates in implicit price deflator lagged by
one and two years respectively.

The resulting equation is :
(Pt) =- 5.6174 + 0.6858 (Bt)

(3.5295) (2.0367)
(13 observations)

R2 - 0.29 R-2 = 0.22 Fl•lO = 4.15

The regression coefficient is significant at the 5% level. Moreover,
corrobrating evidence was obtained when we added this variable to
other explanatory variables, taken in various combinations. the
adjusted &2 increasing in every case.

Multiple Regression Analysis

It would be observed that we used the method of concomittant
variation to establish separate linkages between certain structura.l
variables and inflation. As a matter of fact, we tried several variables
other than those discussed in the fore-going pargraphs. Out of all
the variables tried, we selected six variables having highest correlation
coeffioients. Subsequently, we used the selected variables in 'a
multiple regression equation to measure their cambined effect. The
following equation. which linearly explains the inflationary mechanism,
was obtained:

Pt =- -49.4932 + 0.1185 (At) + 0.1672 (Qt)
+0.4280(E/Y) + 0.5397(Zt) + 2.1173(D/YrI

+0.1872 (Bt)

R2 = 0.95
F(6;6) ,=- 20.48

-2
R = 0.91

D.W. = 2.73

One direct consequence of combining the explanatory variables in a
multiple relation was the multi.collinearity effect, whioh biased many
of the standard errors upwards. However, inspite of this effeot, the
exoeptionally high values of 0.95 and 0.91 were reoorded for R2 and
it-2 respectively.

Polciy Implications

The above analysis validates our hypothesis of structural inflation
in Pakistan. All of the six struotural variables employed in the
multiple regression equation are highly signifioant and togther explain
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95% variation in the index of inflation. Two polioy implioations
foi/ow:

l' The current inflation in our eoonomy cannot be oontrolled
by a ronventional.type manipulation of the monetary and fisoal
variables. For example a ourb on monetary expansion may not
operate in the desired direotion unless the ratio of deficit finanClingto
money income also declines. So long as our resources mobilization
strategy oontinues to make indiscriminate use of deficit financing,
a tight and/or dear money policy will fail to produce anti-inflationary
results, even if the aggregate money supply is kept pinned .toits
existing level. Similarly an inorease in the quantum of taxation
may prove of no avail unless the taxation structure is ohanged to
materially alter the share of indireot taxes in total tax revenue.

It is thus apparent that, in the present circumstances we cannot
rely on ad hoo measures which are usually adopted under the pretex
that inflation is a short.run phenomenon. A more comprehensiv&
approach is needed whioh takes a long.run view of struotural inflation.

2. Another polioy implication whioh flows from our analysis
relates to those explanatory variables whioh have a positive linkage
with inflation but are not Buseptible to anti.inflationary oontrol. Fo~
example, it may not be economically advisable to check the increasing
openness of the economy; or it may not be -politically feasible
to cause a reversal in the trend of intersectoral terms of trade. If
such is the case, then the anti.inflationary measures shall have to be
planned around a wider set of policy instruments. For instance, if
the cost push influence of rising agricultural prioes cannot be curbed,
the demand-pull effecliof augmented agrioultural income may be toned
down through agricultural inoome taxation.

In conclusion, we reaffirm our olaim that the current inflation in
Pakistan is best explained by structural elements. Our analysis can
profitably be employed in controlling the present inflationary spiral,
or in designing theiKpolicies and strategies around a planned rate
of inflation.



PAKISTAN THE GREAT ECONOMIC DEBATE

Akmal Hussain and R. Amjad

In an economy under the grip of an inflationary "piral, the
problem of rising prices clearly dominates the economic Bcene. But
ma.ny economists, if not the general publio, are fast realizing that
more basic and fundamental economio issues are coming to the surface,
a.nd tbat.we have reached a point of time where these basic issues
must be resolved in one direotion or the other. In the industrJal
aectl)r, new investment has ha.rdly been forthcoming as the crisis
of "investors' confidence" still persists, although its need has become
all the more pressing, since, we have reached full utilization of indus-
trial capacity in almost all the essential industries 1 In t be agri-
cultural Beot,or,.the present wheat harvest displays t he classical signs
of a grain procurement crisis, 8S the rich farmers are hoarding their
orop and refusing to sell it at the market price in the hope of creating
sbortages,.henoe, making bigger profits.2

The manner, in which these issues are taokled, is not simply a
question of short-run polioy measures but more fundamentally a
~uestion of alternative development strategies. Underlying these
opposing strategies are oonflioting visions of a. future society. As one
would expeot, therefore, the eoonomists are divided into two opposing
camps regarding the kind, of measures whi(lh should be taken to
resolve the orisis. At the risk of considerable over simplification,
we h~ve, termed these as the Righ& and Left Opposition: As the
very names suggest, there are those who want the government to move
in a direotion whioh rehabilitat,es the private sector as the m~ans of
-achievingeconomic growth and development and those who argue
for a. further socialization of the eoonomy and to push the private
sector into a far more subservient and limited role than it is now
playing.

1. Mr. Baqai in his Television Interview to discuss the Budget. Also
see eoonomio trends, Pakistan Eoonomio Survey 1973-74.
Government of Pakistan, Finance Division, Islamabad.

2. Pakistan Times.
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Rigbt Opposition

The right WiDgargues that private enterprise was the foundation
of the dynamio gr.lwth of the sixties. Today, political imperatives
may not allow private enterprise a dominant position in the economy,
but, the private sector still has a role to play-albeit in conjunc::tion
with the public seotor. Priva.te enterprise could provide the finanoial
and technological know.how, as well as a much needed boost to invest-
ment. They argue that, at present, potential investible resources,
both in agriculture and industry, are being wasted because of an
uncertain investment climate. For instance, the. rapid incrtlase in
private agricultural incomes, following the green revolution, are being
dissipated in luxury consumption, beoause, the capitalist farmers
find no opportunity for 'safe' investment in industry. In the indus.
trial sector, capitalists are either investing in trade3 or transferring
their savings abroad. If these savings and the technioal skills are
to be utilized, the Right argues that the government must end the
present uncertainty regarding private enterprise. This can only be
done if the government gives a oonstitutional guarantee against any
further nationalization, opens up some of the industJ;ies in the publio-
sector for private investment and adopts firm actions against labour
strikes.

The Right Opposition's argument with regard to agriculture, is
_basically the strategy propounded by Sokolnikov and Shanin during
the 1920's debate in Soviet Russia, or the strategy that M.U. Haq
used for industry.4 Briefly, the idea is that fanners should be allowed
to enrich themselves. In doing so they will raise prouductivity and
output' in agriculture, and this output can later be taxed, and the
agriculture surplus used for industrialization. Such a strategy would
require agrioulture to be the leading sector and although it will create
rural income inequalities, what is important is that it would raise-
GNP.

The third element in the Right Opposition's standpoint is that-
foreign capital has a progressive role to play in Pakistan. They
argue that foreign capital would transfer advanced technology and
investment funds in an eoonomy whioh is short of both. Henoe, the.
logioal polioy, according to them, is to collaborate with foreign capital

3. Pakistan Time&.
4. M.U. Haq, Strategy of EoonomioPlanning-The Oa.seof Pakistan •.
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in both agriculture QS well as industry. This appears 6speoially-
desirable in a. situation, where unlike the period of sixties, foreign,
capital seems prepared to inve3t in capital goods, intermediate goods-
and processing indust,ries. There are two basio propositions in such an,
argument: firstly, that foreign investment results in transfer of"
resources from advanced capitalist countries to an underdeveloped .
country. Secondly, the fact that foreign oapital is prepared to set.
up basio industries now, rather than assembly plants for consumer-
goodsas in the past, means that the nature of foreign capital has-
changed qualitatively. So by allowing foreign capital to operate"
freely in intermediate and capital goods industries we will become.-
more independent and acquire the capacity for self.sustained in.du8~
trial growth.

Criticism of tbe Right Opposition

The arguments advanced by the Right Opposition regarding'
agriculture, industry and foreign oapital are subjeot to critioism not.
only on pure eoonomio grounds but also more importantly beoause'
it would mean the perpetuation of the semi.feudal, semi-colonial.-
nature of Pakistan's eoonomiosystem.

I-ll the field of agriculture, the sector whioh still dominates the.
eoonomy,the present grain procurement crisis brings to the surfaoe
the basio contradiotions involved in a strategy whereby the landlords.
shouldbe allowed to enrioh themselves. Azam's argument that we,
should not destroy the 'goose that lays the golden egg'S like that of
Haq's that the 'capitalists should be bloated up at aU cost' suffera
from the same weakness that it assumes that these olasseswill reinvest
the major portion' of their income and henoe increase the surplus
available for investment.

It has been shown that inoome inequalities in the sixties did not
lead to any inorease in the average rate of savings, thus demolishing
Haq's raison deterre of his growth strategy.6 (The average mpc was
about 11 per cent compared to the expeoted 30 per cent and fell to
the dismal figure of 4 per cent in ,certain years). Inoreases in the
level of national output, therefore, does not neoessarily mean a higher
amount being available for investment but can weH mean a greater

6. K. M. Azam, A View of Agricultural Taxation (Mimeo) 19H,
Paper presented at the HIH Hudget Seminar, Islamabad.

6. M. U.Haq, Ope cit.
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"llmount being utilized for consumption especially luxury consumption.
'"This is the foremost lesson that was learnt from the experience of
-the sixties.

Therefore, to hope that in the seventies, agrioulture through
"inorease in inoome will provide the 'surplus' for eoonomic develop"
ment would be wrong for the simple reason that the feudal and

, ca.pitalist landlords have a much greater reputation for oODspiouous
'consumption. The present grain procurement crisis is basically the
outcome of the desire of the bigger farmers to grab for themselves a

,much larger share in the national output than the government with
its present tax exemptions and subsidies is prepared to provide them.

"'They feel that the failure of the government to tax agriculture is
only a reflection of their politioal power and that they can force the

'_government into further concessions.

Any further increases in the prices of essential food items would
'mean a further squeeze on the workers as well as the small farmers
'(many having been forced to sell their grain to the government which
..they uBually keep for their own consumption) and the landless labour,
-the bulk of the country's population. Also the fact that it would
, increase the demand for industrial commodities as well as imports
'(mostly luxuries) would push up prices of industrial goods and put
':further pressure on the balance of payment's position.

The increase in prices of industrial goods would bring forth
-further demands for increases in prices of agricultural goods, thus
'leading to a situation where this interactiou would assume unmanage"
able proportions. The decision, therefore, to curb the purchasing
powEIrof the agricultural sector is one which can no longer be delayed.

Besides, the other implications of the rural inequalities that such
a policy would create and the emergence of a Kulak class in agri.
,eulture that would make such a polioy incompatible with the objective
,of aohieving a socialist society, the theoretical basis of an agrioultural.
led-growth strategy are also quite invalid.

K.M. Azam (like his eminent predecessors in the 1920's in Russia)
argues that agriculture should be the leading sector because it generates
about 35 per cent of GNP as compared to the manufacturing industry
"Which generates orily 15 per cent. Such an argument is invalid
because it looks at the two Bectors statistically whereas the whole

•point about a development strategy is tha,t it must look at the
"economy in dynamio terms. Agriculture may be a larger sector thaD
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'manufacturing and it may even have a greater produotivity of invest-.
'ment (inoremental output capital ratio) today, But this will not.
neoessarily be so in the future. For, industry offers the possibility'
of oontinuous and increasing growth in produotivity, whereas in.
"agricuoture the ceiling for produotivity growth is very low. (It is .

. determined by the teohnologioal limit of yield/aore and this rises.
'ooly on rare oooasions, when there is a break through in teohnology'
'like the green revoluiion). Industry has the advantage of dynamio.
economies of soale (that is growth in produotivity in response to.
growth in output due to embodied teohnioal progress) as well 1.'8
dynamio external eoonomies (where inter-dependent industries.
mutually increase eaoh other's produotivity with growth in output).
'Thus, produotivity in industry is likely to grow rapidly while that.
in agrioulture will beoome zero when the teohnologioal limit of yield.
aore is reaohed. It is olear. therefore, that growth of the industrial ..
sector will become relatively larger too. Therefore, to base one's.
investment allocation decisions on the present size and relative pro-
8uotivity levels between agrioulture and industry would be to oondemn.
the economy to stagnanoy in the future.

An even more fundamental drawback of the nation of "agrioul..:.
tur,,-b8sed growth" is that the eoonomy would be further integrated
into the struoture of international explotitation. If an eoonomy is..
essentially specializing in agricultural goods ill will suffer from the-
declining growth in iuternational demand for these goods and the .
.resouroetransfer resulting from the seoular deoline in the terms of
'trade. Thus, the strategy of agrioulture 808 a leading sector would
result in the exhaustion of growth in the future and ~ progressive lou.
of resources through international trade, Suoh a polioy, far from.
being a "development strategy "is a presoription for perpetuating.
underdevelopment.

'•...•

Criticism of the Role of the Private Sector in Industry
The Left Opposition basically argues against the accommodation

.~f the private sector in industry. The starting point of their argu-
ment is that the experience of the sixties has clearly showed the-
'oomporador' nature of the capit&.list0la8sand its failure to convert
,itself into 'national' capital. Also the politioal implications which
would follow from re-accommodating this class are clearly unaocep-
table to the people espeoia.lly the workers who launched the mas;}
:'Inovement of the sixties to break the hegemony of the capitalistlt
over the economy.
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To ~ee whether the private seotor ho,s still a dominating role to
.play in the industrial seotor and the exaot form it: should take one
.must first study (even though briefly) the riee of this olass espeoially
in the sixties. The conversion of meroantile oapital into ind ustria1

..capital after the collapse of the Korean boom and the resulting con.
troIs on imports led to the emergence of this new capitalist clsss in
the eoonomy.' By its very nature the industrial boom of the eady
fifties could not sustain itself and the economy moved into subser.
vienoe to foreign oapital by the mid.fifties.8

In the sixties the military.bureauoratio oligarohy provided ideal
:londitions for the inflow of foreign capital into the eoonomy.
Although a large amount of foreign investment did come in, the
major form of this inflow took the shape of sooalled 'foreign aid'
whioh was pumped into the industrial seotor prinoipally through

:..foreign.oontrolled institutions like PICIC and to a lesser extent
"'through the IDBP. This capital was ohannelised through the so
called monopoly capitalists who were in faot simply 'comprador

~capitali!!ts' playing the role of providing out lets for foreign capital
'to exploit the domestio economy. This was done through paying
'back of high rates of interest on 'borrowed capital', paying higher
.'Prices for imported oapital goods and providing a market for them a
.and finally by supplying them with cheaply processed goods mostly
.t.extiles whioh were highly subsidised by the domestio eoonomy.

The faot was that this 'oomprador' capitalist olass never outgrew
its dependenoe on foreign oapital and henoe failed to oonvert itself
into 'national' capital. The left Opposition puts foward evidence to
support this point by looking at the industrial boom of the sixties.

The very olose collaboration between the industrial boom and
foreign aid can be seen from the faot that onoe 'foreign aid' inflows
were reduoed after 1964 the industrial seotor was never able to reoover
from this loss. Although Haq had publioally put forward the view

Industrial Conoentration and Economio Power, South
Asian Institute, Punjab University Lahore, Mono.
graph, 1974.

'1. (a) G. F. Papanek and S. R. Lewis: Pakistan: Industrialization,
and Trade Policies (London: Oxford University Press, 1960).

(b) H. Papanek: Pakistan's Big Businessmen: Muslim Separa-
tion, Entrepreneurship and Pal tial Moderniza.tion Economio
Development and Cultural Change Vol. 21, No.1, October
1972.

B. Amjad:.8.
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in 1964: that the economy would not collapse once foreign aid .was
stopped, events that followed failed to bear him out. The dependence
of domestic capitalists on 'foreign aid' was such that once it was
flloweddown investment trailed off never really to recover after 1964
till its final collapse in 1968-69.

The second argument put forward to show the subservient Dature
of the comprador capitalists is the utter failure of domestic capital
to move away from consumer goods industries to more basic indus-
ries as this was simply not allowed by the foriego capitaeists. The
outright rejection by the World Bank to aIlow the setting up of a
steel mill in Pakistan in 1964 although the government had approved
this project in 1961 bears this out. The failure of G. Faruque's
effort together with the consortium of Pakistani industrialists to
convince the western powers to give them a steel mill from 196i
onwards only confirms this point. (It was only through the Soviet
Union and China and in the public sector that the country finally
got a steel mill and heavy industrial complex.)

The third and perhaps most cogent argument against the private
sector is-the.f&etthat there has been a large illegal transfer abroad of
domestic capital. Nulty, in his study of savings in Pakistan upto
19709,has argued that this illegal transfer of capital started on a
large scale after t 965. In the last few years this trend has been
further accelerated as many industrial houses have transferred large
8ums of money abroad and certain industrialists (like Valika and
Fancy) have in fact left the country altogether.

The very fact that the capitalists had been transferring money
abroad as early as after 1965 shows that their ties with their
own country were not very strong. The large scale exodus
of capital outside the ccuntry after 1969 which they attributed to the
political and economio conditiQns prevailing in the COuntry, was in fact
only a continuation of an earlier trend. The truth of the matter is that
giventhe very nature of the capitalist class, rather than make any effort
to adjust to changed oonditions they opted for the far easier alternative
of forsaking the country.

The Left Opposition, therefore, argues that to rehabilitate the
private sector on the terms which it is put~ing forward, and which
for all intents and purposes is for a recreation of the conditions of the

9. Nulty i Savings and Income Distribution in Pakistan, Unpubli8h~
ed Ph. D. thesis, University of Oambridge.
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sixties, would be a fatal error. First of aU the exaot politioa~
conjunoture (espeoially the vital foreign aid component) whioh made-
tbat boom possible is surely not going to repeat itself. Even if it does,
the reaotion of the private sector oannot be relied upon as many have-
already forsaken and some are in the process of leaving the oountry.
Finally. even if it does lead to a few years of high growth rates in-
industry, we would be again at the meroy of foreign capital. But
now this dependenoe would be even greater than the sixties because-
of the weakening of the capitalist class.

To acoommodate the private sector would not only mortgage
the eoonomy into a highly dependent growth strategy but would
also nullify the steps that have been taken towards the oreation of
a public sector, This is because at this moment the state conrtolled
industry is still a very small portion of the total indus~rial sector-
less than 10 per cent of total value added and 25 per cent of fixed
assets. The private sector, therefore, still dominates the economy
and a few industrial houses still oontrol its 'commanding heights'.
In such circumstances if the private sector is once again returned
to the position of dominance it would oompletely submerge and
make the public sector absolutely subservient to the needs of the
private sect~r.
Case Against Foreign Capital

Tbere is ample empirical evidence to show that if we consider"
any period of time the inflow of oapital from advanced oapitalist
countries to underdeveloped countries is less than" the outflow of
capital in the form of profit repatriations, royalties, fees etc,tO Thus.
foreign investment in net terms results in an outflow of resources
from underdeveloped countries rather than an" inflow. In the case
of Pakistan for example between 1959 and 1970. the inflow of
capital in the form of profit repatriation, royalties etc., was 4.5 times
the inflow of private foreign capital.l1

Moreover, as Griffin12 has pointed out it is a mistake to think
that for every million dollars of foreign investment there is an equal
transfer of savings of a million dollars from the advanced capitalist

10. T. Szentes: Political Economy of Underdevelopment Akademioi
Kiado. Budapest 1971.

11. A. Syed, Foreign Investment in Pakistan, Uupublished M. A.
Thesis, Department of Administrative Science, Punjab University.

12. K. Griffin: Finar.cing Development in Latin America, Allen and
"Unwin 1972.
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-countries to the underdeveloped countries. In general only half of
the investment in Latin America by the United States foreign com.
panies for example is financed by fuuds from t,heUSA. A quarter
is provided by a profit plough baok and the other quarter are finanoed
from funds raised looally.

Thus 8S Griffin points out US foreign investments in Latin
America are. financed by Latin Amerioan savings.13

Apart from the question of oapital Hows,a more fundamental issue
is the effect of foreign capital on the sooiol and industrial struoture of
an under developedoountry. The Right Opposition in Pakistan would
Baythat foreign oapital may have made Pakistan structurally depen-
.dent, in the past, but this will not happen now. Beoause, previously
foreign oapital went into assembly plants for consumer goods, now it
will go into oapital goods. But the oruoial question to ask at this stage
is will suoh investment bring greater eoonomio independenoe, or will it
merely ohange the FORM of dependenoe.

The latter oonolusion may well be true if investment id seen in
the perspeotive of reoent developments in the metropolitoan oountries
as weRas in Pakistan. In the advanoed oapitalist oountl'ies increasingly
strong trade unions and the opposition to pollution oreating industries,
has made it necssary to set up in the third world countries industries
whioh are labour intensive or those that polute the atmosphere.
At the Ilametime in oountries like Pakistan growing popular resent-
ment against an assembly plant type of industrialisation, has made
it necessary to set up some basio industries. These two developments
are converging towards the possible setting up by foreign oapita.l of
some labour intensive intermediate goods industries in Pakistan and
other underdeveloped countries. This signifies a shift of emphasis by
foreign capital from the exploitation of capital and natural resources
to the more systematic exploitation of the labour resources of under
developed oe-untries. Thus what the Right Opposition regards as
greater independence through foreign capital, may well turn out to
be a ohange in the form of dependenoe.

Left Opposition

The Left Opposition holds that Pakistan's new development
strategy must spell a qualitative break from the past. In the sense
that development must be based on self.relianoe rather than foreign

13. K. Griffin, op. oit.
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capital. If economio growth is to be finanoed locally then a surpli1&
must be extraoted from agrioulture, .large enough to finance the
investment targets. Such a I!urplus is not forthcoming given the
persent institution of resource mobilization in agrioulture. This is
seen clearly from the present grain procurement crisis. Even though
terms of trade have been changed in favour of the agriculturists and
production is quite high, the neoessary surplus is still not forthcoming.
Thus the Left Opposition argues that if investment targets are to be.
financed from domestio mobilization of resources, then there must be
a thorough going land reform and the levying of a tax on agricultural
incomes.

The position of the Left Opposition on the issue of industry is
clearly that the industrial bourgeoisie is defunct. and incapable of
participating in an industrialization program. More importantly, if
the private sector is given a permanent, niohe, instead of being oom-
plementary to the publio sector, it will inhibit their growth.

Criticism of the Left Opposition

However. even tne polioies of agrioultural inoome tax and,.
emphasis Oll the publio seotor in industry that the left Opposition
suggest are inadequa.te. If the new strategy for eoonomio develop--
ment is to be relevant, then it must contribute toward the trans~
formation of our human condition. Within such a frame of refernce,
we find the polioies of the Left Opposition misdirected. For example,.
an agricultural inoome tax implies a. perpetuation of the existing.
Bocial organization of produotion in the rural seotor. What is
necessary is not purely to extract a surpulus out of agriculture, but>.
to simultoneously change the relationship between the peasants and.
their activity. Therefore, oooperative farming must be instituted
initially and then a development towards oollective farming in whioh
the producers colleotively own not only the implements, but also.
the land and the output.

Similarly, the Left Opposition's strategy of repla.eing the present,
consumer good-led industrialization by one with major emphasis on
heavy industry will in itself not put the country on the roa.d to
sustained growth as the Indian experienoe has clearly shown. What.
it would require is a basic transformation in the existing property
relation so that income inequalities with their present demand generat.
ing pattern can give way to an egalitarian society in which 'demand
(lan be managed by the state so as to maintain 'the ba.lanoe:betweeo,
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}.loth agrioulture and indu9try and within iudustry between heavy
~nd consumer goods. In oonorete terms this would meaD in the
!1rban centres a drastio reduction in property ownership and in the.
!ndustrial seotor the take over of the ootton textiles and sugar
!ndustry.

In Industry, new forms of social organization of production must.,
be developed. If a total nationalization takes place, 'and the existing.
hierarohical struoture of organization in the public sector preserved •.
then such a socialism would be merely 'oapitalism without oapitalists' •.
The manager with his Rs. 10.000 plus salary is culturally and socially-
divorced from the workers. The organization is hierarohical, decis.-
ions flow from the top downwards. and eaoh member is a "com-
ponent" committed only to himself. Suoh an organizational. struoture,
would engender the oonsciousness of capitalism, even if the industries
are nationalized. '.fherefore, what is needed is to develop new more.
democratio forms of industrial organiz!l.tion, in whioh the IMMEDIATE
producers have. control over produotions and distribution of revenue.
(within limits implied by the central plan)-forms of organization in
whioh the industrial worker oan experience a oreative relationship with.
his activity and the product of his labour.

(:'oDclusioD

The experience of Pakistan, like that of other ex-oolonial oapital-
• ist countries was that because of its failure to ore ate a 'national'
capitalist olass in the country even the growth and development.
which would aooompany any capitalist growth strategy oould not be

. achieved. Burdened with a 'oomprador' oapitalist 01as3 with shore run
"stakes in the oountry, "development" ended up by produoing more
proverty, disease and ignoranoe rather than lessening it.

A oapitalist olass whioh believes that oapitalism stands for profita
for the oapitalist and losses to be borne by the general publio (as the
present textile crisis once again so clearly shows)l4 can hardly be
;the engine of economio growth and development in the oountry.
'Rejected by the people as seen by the mass movement of 1968-69
and the general eleotion of 1970 they can now only have a very
limited role to play in the country's Economy .

.'. Pakistan Times, The Sun, etc.
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The case of the Left Opposition for further socialisation of the
'''economy, is therefore, a very strong one. But an agricultural tax
,'or a bias towards heavy industries by itself will not solve the problem.
What is neoessary now is to conceive the development strategy within

.the perspeotive of the need to transform the totality of our sooial
'-existenoe. The need to oreate oolleotive forms of production
-and Bocial organisation-the need to reoonstruct a sooiety in
'.which a vitally new human oonsoiousenesscan be realized. A sooiety
'where one's reflexes for competition and acquisition oan give way to
,~theimpulse for solidarity and conneotion.



DIFFERENCES IN FERTILITY DETERMINANTS:~
DEVELOPED AND DEVELOPING COUNTRIES

Paul Gregory, John Campbell and Benjamin Cheng-

1. Scope and Purpose
In reoent years, an awareness has grown that both developed and,:

developing oountries are subjeot to population pressures and would..
therefore benefit from reductions in the rate of growth of population.
Suoh pressures are different in the two groups of countries. The under-'
developed countries must limit population growth to facilitate expan"-
sian of output per capita, whereas the developed oountries must oope
with the environmental and sooial problems created by the oombin&-;-
tion of population growth with high per capita inoome. Thus, the-.
question of population growth is a vital one irrespeotive of the level
of development. It is, therefore, important to understand the.
determinants of natural population growth, of birth rates in parti •.
Clular,to establish whether they differ at lower and higher stages of-
economio development.

Historioal eviden~8 provides some support to the contention that;.
the impaot of changes in eoonomic development on birth rates is.
nonlinear and reversable. Kuznets1 (1966,48-49) notes that during,
the early stages of modern eoonomio growth in Europe, birth rates;
rose initially as per capita inoome inoreased and oultural barriers broke
down, but a seoular downward trend in birth rates followed whicb.
dominated over the long run. This same oonolusion is refleoted to.
some degree by Simon (1969, pp. 327-341) who contends on the-
basis of a survey of available empirioal evidenoe that the birth rate

.Paul Gregory is Associate Professor of Eoonomi03, University of
Houston, John Campbell is a researob assistant for the Bureau
of Business and Economic Researoh, University of Oklahoma, and
Benjamin Cheng is a researoh assistant, Department of Eoono.
mioll, University of Oklahoma. The authors wish to thank
Professor O.K. Liew for his assistanoe. In addition, they are-
grateful to the Department of Eoonomics and to the Bureau for
Business and Economio Research of the University of Oklahoma for
their support. Frank C8SS& Co. Ltd. (London) 1973. Reprinted
by permii!sion from The Journal of Development Studies, Vol.9,
NO.3. All rights reserved.
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-drops in less developed ccuntries as average income increases with the
possible exception of the early stages of development as long~existing
-traditional institutions change.

On the other hand, Adelman (1963, pp. 315-339) computes two
-separate cross section regression equations-one for developed. the
other for underdeveloped countries-and fails to find significant
-coefficient differences between the two groups. Thus she concludes
that there is homogeneity of population response in both groups of
countries.

We propose to reopen the issue of the homogeneity of population
-responses in developed and developing countries for three reoBoq,s.
First, we suggest that Adelman's model was not properly fpecified,
-omitting cost variables and ignoring the simultaneity problem.
-Second, Kuznets' secular date seem to contradict he.r conclusion.
Third, common sense seems to argue against homogeneity in view of
-the vast socioeconomio and cultural differenoes between the average
peasant in a developing oountry and the average industrial worker
-.inadvanced oountries. -

In th's paper, we deal with birth rate determination in developed
-:and underdeveloped countries separately to determine if the explan.•
'a tory factors differ between groups. .We postulate a conceptual
model of fertility, which inoludes the explanatory factors suggested
-by past studies as being significant plus two additional fac~ors. Theii
tve fit this model to separate developed oountryand developing country
-cross section samples to evaluate and test coefficient differenceg
between the two groups.

2~ The Fertility Model
Following past studies (Adelman, 1963,pp. 315-339; Simon, 1969.

pp. 327-341; Weintraub, 1962, pp. 327-341), our model postulates
that the birth rate of a country (the number of live births per 1,000
population, which we denote by xo) is a function of the following
explanatory variables: per capita income (Xt), infant mortality weighted
by the rural ratio (X2),2 the overall illiteracy rate (X3), religion, in the
form of a Catholic dummy variable (x4), and the female labor
participation rate (xs). All data refer to the year 1965. For the
-definitioDsand sources of these variables, see Appendix 1.

Per capita income has been included because it is aEsumed that
-as the income oonstraint is relaxed, fertility decisions might ohange.
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tnfant mortality weighted by the rural ratio has been included because
in the agricultural sentor a child is an investment factor of produotion.
The illiteracy rate, which serves as a proxy for education enters the
model under the assumption that education alters both the desire and
-clapacity to have children. The Catholio dummy is included because
of the doctrinal limitations placed upon the use of artifioial contracep-
tion devioes by the Catholic Church. The female participati,?n rate
"isused as a measure of the opportunity oost of childbearing insofar
as the new mother must withdraw from the labour force and ill
prevented from reentering the labour force by the greater responsibi.
lity of child care. 'Thus, women who are in the labour force
deliberately restrict the size of their families. As Mincer (1963, pp.
67-82) has argued, the appropriate oosts of fertility inolude not only
.direot expenditures. but also the imputed prioe of the time required
for childbearing and rearing activities.

Thus the postulated model i8 :

Where: Xo is the mea'll birth. rate; Xl is per capita income; Xl is
infant mortality weighted by the rural ratio; X3 ill the illiteraoy
rate; X4 is the Catholic dummy; Xs is the f~inale partioipation rate •.

A single equation model such as (1) is inadequate beoause the
birth rate (Xo) affeots per capita inobmeand vioe versa (Oku!" 1965,
pp.235-240). As. the mean birth rate inoreases 'W'ith a constant
death rate. and zero net migration, an increase in population of the
non.productive age groups will result. Thus downward pressure will be
.exerted on per capita inoome. Therefore, a second equation (2) must
be added to our conceptual model to 'explain' per capita income so
as to account for the possible interaction between per capita income
and the birth rate:

.(2) X1=G(XO' Xs• X6• X,)

Where: X6 is per capita energy consumption

X, is population density

The variable X6 represents physical capital and X, is a proxy
for natural resouroes per capita. Female labour partioipation is
included because it is assumed that a high female partioipation rate
-would lead ceOOmBparibus t-o a higher level of per capita inoome•.
~Forthe definitions and sources of thelle variables. ronsult Appendix 1.
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On the basis of this general model, we postulate separate model&
for developed and developing countries. We suggest that the
variables which significantly affect mean birth rates in developed-
and developing countries differ for the following reasons. Wherea&
factors such as infant mortality, female labour participation, and
per capita income do possibly enter into the fertility decision in
developing countries, the result will not equal the intent unless
the individual has received sufficient education to implement his.
decision. In developing countries, where the level of education is
low, education will dominate the other four factors in the model.
because they depend upon the achievement of a minimal level of educa.
tion before they are activated. Thus, we expect education to be the.
.dominant factor in the model in the determination of birth rates in
developing countries.3 On the other hand, other factors in the-
general model enter into fertility decisio~s in developed countries
Ilince the average level of education is generally sufficient to enable.
the normal individual to choose what he oonsiders to be an optima}
family size acoording to the other faotors, such as opportunity 00 st
and family income, in the fertility equation.

3. Tbe Empirical Results

We .test our oonceptual model by choosing a linear form for
equations 1 and 2. Insofar as we are working with a system of two-
linear equations, it is necessary to use simultaneous equation estima-
tion techniques. Our statistical methodology is outlined in a eeries
of footnotes below for those not familiar with the simultaneou
equation regression approach. The two equation system is fitted to-
two ClOSS section country samples from the year 19fJi. The first.
crOBSsection is a sample of 25 developed oountries (defined as having.
per capita incomes greater than or equal to $ 500 in 1960 U.S. dollars);.
the second consists of 15developing oountries (with per capita inoomes
of less than $ 500). In all oases, we used official United Nations.
statistics and accepted the United Nations statistioal definitions of
the various explanatory variables. The reader should ~oonsu]tAppen-
-dix 1 for data sources and definitions.

First, we estimate the regression ooefficients of (1) and (2)
using threestage least squares (Zellner and Theil, 1962). The signi-
ficance of each third-stage regression ooefficient in the fertility equation.
is then tested by computing the appropriate statistio ••
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The computed coefficient significance tests (note 4) indicate that
for the developed countries both the illiteracy rate and the female
labour participation rate are signifioant (at the .05 level) in the
fertility equation while the other coeffioientsdo not differ signifioantly
from zero, On the other hand, only the illiteracy rate ooeffioientof all
the tested ooeffioientsis filignifioantin the fertility equation of the
developing oountries. This latter result tends to oonfirm our earlier
arguments. It is somewhat surprising that the other variables in the
fertility equation of the developed countries-espeoially infant mortality
-prove to be insignificant.

Seoond, we derive the reduoed forms of the model from the
estimated regression equations (note 4) to evaluate the magnitude
(rather than the signifioanoe)of the impaot of the postulated variables
"Upon birth rates. The reduced form (desoribed in note 5) adds
information about both the direct and indirect effects of the exogenous
variables on the birth rate variable. Indireot effects on birth rates
are oreated as a resultof the simultaneity of the system, because a
variable can exert an indireot impaotthrough its influenoe on per
~apita inoome in the seoond equation. For example, a change in
female'participation rates not only influenoes birth rates direotly as
an opportunity oost but also indireotly via its impact on per capita
inoome.

It is difficult to interpl'et the reduoed form ooeffioients (the so-
called impact multipliers'6) directly beoause their magnitude is depend-
ent upon the unit of measure employed. Therefore, we compute the
elastioity-multipliers7 of the six exogenous variables which are inde-
pendent of the unit of measure. These elastioity multipliers are
recorded in Table 1. They are defined as the ratios of the percentage
ohangeof the endogenous variable (Xo•Xl) to the percentage change
in the exogen'ous variable \ (X2• X3• X4, Xs' X6. X7) when both direct
and indirect impaots are measured. Thus, the Xo. X3 elasticity
multiplier of .22 (Panell, Table 1) indicates that a one per cent decline
in the illiteraoy rate (Xs) generates a .22 per cent decline in the birth
rate (Xo)in developed countries when both direct and indireot impaots
are considered. Let us now analyze the differenoes between the.
tllasticity.multipliers of the developed and developing oountries.

Of the six exogenous variables in Table 1, illiteracy (Xs) and the
female labor partioipation rate (Xs) have the largest (direct and
i,ndireot) impacts on birth rates in the' developed countries. By
aontrast, only illiteraoy (X3) has an appreoiable impact on birth rates
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in the developing countries. For example. a decline in the illiteracy
rate of one per cent generates a ohange of-.22 per oent in Xo, and
a one per oent inorease in the female labour partioipation fate (Xs}
ocoasions a ohange of-.U per oent i~ Xo in developed oountries.
On the other hand, a peroentage deoline in illiteracy is followed by a
change of-.19 per cent in Xo and a one per cent decline in the
female labour participation rate has only a negligible impact on Xo
in developing countries. The elasticity multipliers of the other
exogenous variables are negligible.

TABLE 1

THE ELASTICITY-MULTIPLIERS OF ENDOGENOUS
VARIABLES WITH RESPECT TO EXOGENOUS VARIABLES

Exogenous Variables
X4 Xs XCi

Endogenous
Variables X2

Infant
mortality
x rural Illiteracy Catholic
ratio rate dummy

Female
participa.
tion rate

X,
Per capita
energy Population

consump. density
tion

1. Developed Countries
Xo

Birth rate -0.055 0.220 -0.009 -0.140 -0.006 -0.005
Xl

Per capita
inoome 0.031 -0.128 0.005 -0.069 0.089 -0.051

2. Developing Countries
Xo

0.190 -0.001 0.023 -0.015Birth rate 0030 -0.019
Xl

per capita
-0.370 -0.450 -0.003 0.120 0.091income -0..11i

3. Developed and Developing Countries
Xo

-0.187 . 0.220 0.005 -.0.163 -.0035Birth rate -0.003
Xl

Per capita
-0.005 -0.036 -0.0i7income -0.286 -0.343 0.082

Third, we estimate the impact of per capita income (which is
endogenous to the model) on birth rates by computing exo ~o/e~oXo.-
(where ~ois the income intercept in the reduced form intercept in.
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the fertility equation) which measures the direct and indirot impaot on
fertility of a percentage change in the intercept of the income funotion•.
The inoome intercept elasticity is -0.089 and-0.022 for developed and.
developing countries, respectively.

4. Conclusions

Several conolusions can be derived from these empirical results.
First, they indioate that population planning at the aggregate level must
prooeed differently in developed and developing countries. Insofar

as education isa significant determinant of national birth rates
in developing countries, investment should possibly be allocated ta,
sooial infrastruotural UEeswhich raise the level of education and thereby-
reduce fertility rather than to physical capital acoumulation. As Table.
1 indioates, an inorease in per capita energy consumption (the proxy'
for physical capital per capita) of one per cent tends to increase per
capita inoome by .09 per cent in the developing countries; whereas a
one per oent reduotion in the illiteraoy rate tends to reduce the birth
rate by .19 per cent. Given the fact that capital is scaroe, shouid it
be allooated to physioal or human oapital investment ~ At a minimum.
we argue that serious oost.benefit studies be made by developing
countries oonoerning the distribution of investment between human
and physioal capital development. Seoond, the empirical results
indioate that national birth rates oan be reduced in developed
countri(js by a oomblnation of infrastructural investment in human
beings (where a one per cent nduction in the illiteraoy rate generates
a .22 per oent reduotion in the birth rate) and by enoouraging greater
female partioipation in the labour foroe (where a one per oent inorease
in the female partioipation rate generates a .14 per oent reduotion
in the birth rate). This latter result, however, ignores the possibility
of reverse oausation of fertility on female partioipation which has
not been investigated in this study. Third, the combined sample.
indioates that a reduot~on in the rate of infant mortality weighted' by
the rural ratio of one per oent will cause a .19 per cent reduotion in
the birth rate lTable I, Panel 3). Thus, one would expeot, ceterus
paribus, a gradual reduction of- the birth rate as infant mortality is
reduoed. The subsamples, however, fail to substantiate this expeota.
tion. Fourth, the impaot of inoreases in per capita income on fertility
seemsto be small in both developed and developing countries (as
measured by autooomOU9 upward shifts in per capita inoom.e).
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That we have concentrated on social and economic variables in
-this study does not imply that we have developed a perfectly specified
model which 'explains' thefer&ility decision at the family level.
When dealing with aggregate data, significant demographic variables
'whichexplain inter-family and inter.regional variation such 8S age
.and the proportion of females married tend to be obscured. Secondly,
.our policy orientation led us to concentrate on non-demographio
-factors such as education which are better subjeot to control at the
national level.

.5. Areas for Further Research and Extensions

The two equation model presented in this study is admittedly a
simple one. We suggest at this point that it could be extended in
'several ways in future research. A major problem iil this study has
,been the selection of exogenous and endogenous variables. The two
'-endogenous variables in this study are the birth rate and per capita
income; all the other variables are assumed-exogenous. The selection
,of endogenous and exogenous variables is always difficult and some.
'what arbitrary, but we think that the model could be improved by
the addition of further endogenous variable8 to the model. In parti.
-cular, female participation seems a likely candidate to enter endogen.
ously. Yet the development of further endogenous variables requires
the addition of further equations, thus increasing the complexity of
the model. Second, further research should go into better specifying
the per capita incoIr e equation using contemporary production function
. analYflis. In addition, it would be of interest to experiment with
permanent income as opposed to the measured income concept used in
the current study. Finally, it would prove interesting to develop an

.overall statistical test of the homogeneity of the two samples in a
simultaneous equation system. Currently, the available test8 of homo.
geneity of coefficient eets (in particular, the Chow test) are not

.applicable to a simultaneous system because they must aS8ume all
"Variables are exogenous•

.APPENDIX 1

Definitions of Variables and Sources of Data. All data are for the
sear 1965.

:1. Fertility rate (Xo) is the' number of live births per l,OOOpopula-
tion. Source: Demographic Yearbook 1966, United Nations.
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2. Per capita income (XI): per capita income in 1960 constant U.S•.
dollars. Source : Statistical Yearbook, 1966, United Nations.

3. Infant mortality (X2): the number of deaths of infants under'
1 year of age per 1,000 live births. Souroe: Demographic Year. book,.
1966, United Nations. .

4. Illiteracy rate (X3): the peroentage of illiteraoy in the populatioBl
15 years of age or over. Source of data: Statistical Yearbook.,
1965. UNESCO. N.Y.

5, . Oatholio dummy variable (X4): nation with 50 per cent or over"
of population adhering to the Catholic religion. Souroe of data:.
Demographic Yearbook, (various years). United Nations.

6. Female labour participation rate (Xs)

The economically active population is defined as all persons of.
either sex who furnish the supply of labour available for the produc-
tion of,f'oonomic goods and services. In brief, it comprises all persons
engaged in, Or aotively seeking, productive work in some branch of-
the eoonomy during a specified period of time. This oonoept of the.
economioally aotive population is also known as the labour force
concept and it theoretically includes the following groups of workers.

1. Civilian employers, employees, own-account workers and,
unpaid family workers.

2. Armed forces.
3. Employed and unemployed persons, inoluding those seeking:

work for the first time.
4. Persons engaged in part-time eoonomioactivities.

5. Domestic servants.
The economically inactive population, on the other ha.nd. oom.;.-

prises persons with no eoonomioaotivity at the moment of the oensus.
This group normally inoludes housewives and students not econo-
mically active. retired persons, inmates of institutions. ohildren.
below the working age. and persons past the working age.

Persons whose activity was not stated are exoluded from the
economically aotive group j persons in poorly. defined activity on the.
other hand are included. Accordingly, the female labour partioipa-
tion rate is defined as the percentage of the female population that.
is economieally aotive. Source: Demographic Yearbook, 1967. United
Nations.
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'7. Per capita energy consumption (X6): quantities in million
metrio tons of 00801 equivalent and in kilogram mea per capita.
Sou roe : Statistical Yearbook. 1966, United Nations.

1t Population density (X7): population per square kilometre of
area. Souroe: Statistical Yearbook. 1966, United Nations •

.Notes
1. Kuznets writes: 'This finding bears upon underdeveloped

'Countries today, for they have retained a number of institutional
j,praotices ••• that keep the birth rates below their high poteritiallevel.
'.Abandonment of suoh praotioes under the pressure of modernization ••
may produoe a signifioant rise in the birth rate, (~uznets. 1966, p. 48).

2. X2=aX2•

'where: X2* -infant mortality rate

a=rural ratio of population

To derive this result, we assume the following urban and rural
"fertility equations I

Rural: (a) XO'=bl'Xl'+b2'X2'*+b3JX3'+b4/X4J+bs'XsJ
Urban: (b) Xoo •• b1oX1o+ b30X30+ b4oX4o+bso XOs
'Where th6J refers to rural varia.bles (example: Xo' refers to the rural
birth rate) and thea refers to urban varia.bles (example: X10 refers to
"urban per capita income). The differenoe between the urban ,and
rural equations is the assumption that infant, mortality posjtively
affeots the rural brith rate (where the ohild is a. factor of produotion)
but does not affect the urban birth rate. The combined fertility
function is I

"total: (c) Xo=aXoJ+(l-l)XoO

-which reduoes to 2

(d) XO=blXl+abaX2*+b3X3+b4X4+ bsXs
"if we assume: bl/=b1o=bl; b3' = b30=b3 ; h4'e:::b40- b4; bs'=bso-bs
Entering X2 as a weighted variable has two advantages. First. this
:impoves the model's specifioation. Second, it reduces the multicolli.
nearity problem by combining two collinear variables (infant mortality

.and the rural ratio).

3. We experimented with the inclusion of au age.structure
'variable and a marriage rate variable inonr model beoause these
two variables obviously are important demographio determinants of
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fertility. We defined the age'struoture variable as the proportion
of the female population with the 15 to 40 age groups. Surprisingly
the coeffioientsof both of these variables did not differ significantly
from zero (at the 10 per cent level of significance). Our explanation
1)f this unusual conclusio,n is that signifioant intraoountry differences
(by region, household, etc.) are lost in aggregate inter-country
.comparisons. Our sample indicated surprisingly little variation of
the age-8truoture variable within our two. samples. Because of the
'zeroage-structure coefficient, we chose not to age-standardize national
birth rates; instead, we work throughout with crude bir'th rates per
1,000 population.

4. The third states of regression results for de~eloped countries
{equations 3 and 4) and developing countries (equations 06 and 6)
'3re given below:

(3) Xo=IS.840+0.001XI-0.112Xz+O.622X3-0.638X4--

0.09SXs&2- =O.8~
(7.263) (0.003) (0.239) (0.099) (2.417) (0.0",7)

(4) XI=2574.000-41.740Xo-8.027Xs+ 1.060X6-O.748X7R2 •••• O.30
(736.S00) (17.7::!O) (13.430) (0.3M) (0.953)

(5) Xo=20.420+0.022XI +0.123X2+0255X4+02474 -O.1l2X5R2*
=0.38

(20.110) (0.043) (0.199) (0.160) (6.233) (0.228)

(6) Xl = 849.400- 17.OOOXo-4.070Xs+5.688X6 - O.552X7R2*
=0.48

(375.600) (8.556) (3.495) (3.216) (0.325)

-No coeffioientof multiple determination (R2) oan be computed
in the third stage. Therefore lhe seoond stage R2 values afe given.

5. The reduced form (whioh measures both the direot lind
Indirect effects of the exogenous variables upon the respective
.endogenousvariables) is oomputed from the original regression equa"!
tions (tbe"structural form') as follows (from 3 and 4).

(3').Xo.-.OOIX1= lS.840-0.1l2X2+0.622X3-0.638X4 -0 098Xs
.(4') 41.740Xo+X1=2574.000 •..•8.027Xs

1.060X6 -0. 748X?

Equation (4) is then substi~uted for Xl in (3') a~d Equa.tion (3) is
-.substituted for Xo in (4'). This operation yields the 'reduoed form'.
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The reduced forms are given in note 6. The reduced form coefficientS'
are called 'impact multipliers'. See Goldberger, pp. 288-306.

6. The impact multipliers for developed countries (equations 7
and 8), for developing countries (equations 9 and 10) are given 'below.
The impact multipliers measure the dircct and indirect impacO of a..
one unit change in an explanatory variable upon the dependent,.
variable.

(7) Xo-20.773 -0.107X2+O.592X3 -O.608X4 - 0.094Xs-O.OOIX6
-O.OOlX7

(8) Xl = 1660.400+4.452X2-24.708X3+ 25.379X4 - ~.472Xs
+ l.020X6-0.713X7 '

(9) Xo=61.019+ O.035X2+O.177X3 -0.I71X4 +0.014Xs -O.08SXes
-O.009X7

(10) Xl=343.184 -3.065X2 - 3.071X3 -2.973X4+4.167Xs +3.9f2Xe.
-O.382X7

7. The elasticity multipliers are derived by multiplying the'
coefficients of the reduced form by the ratio of average values of the
two variables involved. For instance, the-0.005 elasticity-multiplier
for developed countries in Table 1 is computed by multiplying the
reduced form coe.fficient-0.107 (equation 7, Note 6) by X-2/X-o where.
the bars (-) refer to average values, or -0.005-8Xof8X2• X2-/Xo-
_ -0.107. X-2/X-O' See Goldberger, p. 214.
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'RECENT INFLATION IN PAKISTAN'

Salman Ahmed*
For the healthy and smooth working of an eoonomio system, it is

necessary that prioe movements should b'3 kept within reasonable
limits. This is so beoause abrupt ohanges in prioes create far-reaching
distortions in the eoonomic system and result in redistribution of rea.l
inoome among the people involving injustioes to some olasses and extra
gains to others. This is so beoause money is a measure of value as
well as a medium of exohange. Rising prices may mean fall in the
value of money and henoe reduotion in the resouroes in possesion of
those whose inoomes do not rise in the same proportions as the rising
prices. Similarly a fall in prices inoreases the oommand over resouroes
()f those whose inoomes do not fall in the same proportions as the fall
in prioes. Thus rising prioes are unfavourable for people with fixed
inoomes and falling prioes are a source of gain to them. To the
business oommunity rising prioes are of great advantage, because they
ilnable them to oommand more money at the time of selling their
goods and services as oompared with the mODeythey spend as 008t of
produotion of those goods and servioes. This oauses olass oonfliot,
resentment and bitterness in the society.

Apart from these distributive effects, too frequent and too abrupt
ohanges in price levels upsets all calculations of those who are engaged
in productive enterprises, thus oreating a general sense of instability
3nd insecurity in the economio system, whioh is most deleterious to
eoonomic progress.

Further inoentives to work are reduced whioh decreases produc"!
tion. Labour inoomes do not rise in proportion to rise in the cost of
living. There is a general sense of unfairness and frustration among
the working olasses. These lead to stoppage of work and strikes. If
4ltrikes are frequent and ooour in strategic industries, produotion is
seriously affeoted whioh worsens the inflationary situation.

Then continued prioe rises lead to hoarding of goods by wholesa .•
. lers, retailers and oonsumers to make higher profits and to ensure

-The author is a lecturer in Eoonomios at Govt. Oollege, Lahore.
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further supplies. This creatE'Sartificial scarcities and lead to further
price rises.

, .
8iDce the relationship between costs and prices in the future gets.

uncertain, enterprise is discouraged. This further affects produotion
adversely.

Some of the goods and services that rise most in war time are.
luxuries. If successful price controls and rationing keeps the prices of
necessitiE's low, prices of luxuries will rise all the more since the excess
purchasing power will be diverted towards them. This results in th&
movements of resources from more essential to less essentia1us,es,
which meavs comparative waste.

If pricE'S rise considerably, the purchasing power of the currenClY
unit falls rapidly. This is what is called "flight from the currency".
People tend to spend as soon as they got hold of any money. In
other words ,velooity of circulation of money inoreasEs or in Keneysian
language, liquidity preference decreases. This makes for the inl1a.•
tionary spiral, runaway or galloping inl1ation. Huge investments are
made in land, buildings and other desirable goods. Speculation
appears in the real estate market and resources are thus further
misdirected •.

The internal deterioration in the value of a currency rel1ecta
itself in its external value. It falls in terms of other currencies. If
there in exchavge control, the pressure on the currency increases. A
black market appears in foreign exchange. Capital begins to l1y out
inspite of all controls. This makes foreign trade a 'gamble and.
further adverse repercussions on the balance of payments of the.
country, its structure of production and trade.

Causes of InBation in Pakistan

The basic cause of inl1ation is that total expenditure is in excess
of income at current prices. The result is that in order to attain equi-
librium, prices get pushed upwards. Rising prioes lead to rising costs,
partioularly due to demand for higher wages.

The excess of expenditure over income at current prices may be,
due to various causes. The following are the most usual.

(I) Excess of private expenditure over real saving, financed by'
loans from the banks: such expenditure is encouraged when prospects of.'
profits are considered high by th~ inv~sting class.
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(2) Excess of government expElnditure over its revenues, including~
revenues from taxation and borrowings out of savings of the peopl!,~
Such expenditure may be financed by

(a) Direct printing of currency.

(b) Borrowings from banks, p9.rticularly the central bank of the-
country, in return for government bonds or other papers. This is,.
money creation by banks arid may neoessitate the issue of currency
notes in varying degrees aooording to the way transactions are carri~!;l'
out by the people. Such government expenditure is usually incurre!!-
to finance war aner the limit of taxa.tion apd borrowing from t~~_
public is reacheq.

In developing countries like Pakistan, excess government expendi:'.
ture (i.e., deficit financing) is inourred to finance the development Qf'
the country. Since the basic projeots of development (irrigation, lanlJ
reolamation, fl~od control, cransport, power projects, public buildings
for hospitals, schools and colleges, etc.,) do not increase the produotion
of consumer goods immediately, the extra purohasing power thus
spent bids up the prices of existing consumers' goods higher and
higher.

In Pakistan, due to the predominantly agricultural struoture of
her eoonomy, factors affecting the produotion and sale of the major'
agrioultural produots (suoh as cotton, wheat, rice, etc.,) hav~ a olos~
bearing on the general price level. lfhese faotors inolude climat;!,
conditions, rainfall, supply of water in rivers and canals, the ocour.rence.
of floods or droughts, losses of orops from pests suoh as locusts, swarms,
rice borers and ~he like. 'l'he prioe of agrioultural produots have a,
powerful impact on all other prioes, for these are also inoomes for the
'surplus' grower~ (I ~ean growers of raw materials) who form an
overwhelming maJority (85%) of the total populaoe in the country.

Again the oountry's prioe level is sensitive to changes in interna.
tional conditions of demand for its two ma.jor export crops-:-- cotton
and rioe. A period of high aDd rising exporp p~io~s will generally
result in larger money inooml's not only for the middlemen and ina.rket
intermediaries (such as Aratdars, beoparis, dalala, ~to~) t~roug~
"ho~e ha~ds th~ crops pass and who exert an upward pr~8sure 2,n the
Jlrio~l.e.v~l~ F9rei~~ in~ut)nces working through, i.mport p~ices also
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--playa significant part in influencing country's price level because of its
'ilUbstantial dependence on foreign supplies of consumer goods.

Further, movements in the country's balance of pa.yments, change
.in government's fiscal, tariff and trade policies and the monetary and
. credit policies of the banking system also influence price levels to a
,great extent.

The view of an economist in the administration Dr. Moin Baqai
. is: In Pakistan inflation came about originally because the nation
-wanted to have 110 large defence effort and a large development effort
-on a resource base which has declined. The country is spending
roughly Rs. 450 ecore per IIonnumon defence and Rs. 550 crore on
-development in the public sector. The income base ,being given, this
would have accounted for 20% of the GNP if the prices had not risen.

:Such an effort was difficult for the nation but completly unavoidable
in the aftermath of December, 1971. It was a question of Ilurvival,
national integrity and a meaningful economic recovery.

International factors have also contributed to recent infl&tion in
-'Pakistan. Inflation in Pakistan has stemmed largely from the wrold•
.wide price hike. Prices everywhere are going up in response to shor-
',.tages and higer costs. As the market in Pakistan is not completely
';;jnsulatedfrom international faotors of price, demand and supply
"'prices at home react rather generously to prices abroad, either
. through the mechanism of formal export. a,nd import or the unrecorded
-trade which is called smuggling.

Devalution of Pakistan rupee in 1972 is another cause of recent
.increase in price trends. It has inoreased not only the prices of
..imported goods but increased the price of imported raw material there.
-by increasing the cost of development and prices of home produoed
goods also. Further, increases iu money income without a correspond.
ing 'rise in the availabilities including goods imported are having a
.bearing on supplies through imports, has resulted in inflation.

"Traditional Policies and their Effectiveness

.To Eliminate Inflation in Pakistan.

J)irect Controls :
Every Government in Pakistan from time to time has been using

'Clireotoontrols to prioes of certain types of goods like food-grain, oloth,
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medical supply, etc. Rationing is a sort of direot controls. "The budge.,
in Brief" 1974.-75 states:

In order to allow orderly price adjustment iD response to higher-
world commodity prices aDd to protect the low inoome groups, a wage
prioe paokage vas aDnounoed iDAug, 1973 under whioh the sale prioe,
of wheat and sugar W8e raised. However, even the new prioe at whioh,
wheat was supplied through ration shops looated in urban areas was-
supplied below the import price and had to be heavily subsidised. The,
price of petroleum products were revised twioe in line with the inereases "
announced by petroleum producing oountries but that of fertilisera"-
remained unchanged until the 3rd week of April, 1974.

The private investment expenditure may be oontrolled to bring it.
down to level of s&vings through oontrol of oapital issues and so OD.
The effeot of direct control is limited. Prioe cODtrol may lead to.
wrong distribution of the oommodity concerned. When price is fixed
below the equilibrium level, demand exceeds supply. There is rush of-
buyers to the shops aDOiD the scramble those who oome first get more.
thaD their share and others are left with nothing. However, ifl,
enoourages black marketing which agaiD meaD oommodities going to-
those who caD pay black market prices. Price oODtrol, therefore, is,
accompanied by rationing of meoessities of life. This involves oonsi,,-
derable administrative costs aDd difficulties. It pre-supposes, more-
over adequate civic sense amoDg the people, effioieDoyaDd iDtegrity of
the administratioD aDd possibility of oODtrolling the supplies of the"
commodities cODcerned aDd these cODditioDsare rarely present.

_Monetary Policy :

Since a major cause of inflation is the rapid inorease in money
supply, the State Bank of Pakistan has beeD oharged with the--
responsibility of taking all possible steps for ensuring stability in the-
eooJ,lomic sphere so for &S this can be done by monetary aotioD. This-
brings us to the objeotives and mechanism of monetary policy of the,
Bank.

The major objeotive is to achieve mODetary stability, withow retar~.
ding economic developmeDt. The State Bank like other central banks is.
emineDtly suited for this task on acoount of its position as th9
banker of the state, the banker's bank and the sole note.issuiDg
authority. It thus possesses powers to regulate the flow of both
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-currency and credit. Through its various methode of monetary
.control, it can expand or contract money supply in accordance with
the needs of the economy.

For the successful implementation of monetary policy, the
~entral bank must operate in an economy in which the inoney market

.~swell developed and the rates of interest sensitive to the central bank;s
policies. With the nationalisation of commercial banks and iosurance
-companies, there are no serious limitations on the operation of mone-
-tary policy in Pakistan. But the various objectives ma.y fail to be
achieved due to the following difficulties.

1. Money supply does not consist only of bank credit. Purchas-
.ing power may exist in the form of book credit, bills tl( exohange, and
.promissory notes not discounted by the banks over which the o"ntral
thank may have no control.

2. Even as regards bank credit, all banks in the country may
,D'ot have direct relations with the central ba.nk. e.g.; non scheduled
\banks in Pakistan and insurance companies.

3. There may be non banking elements in the finAncial sti'U'cture
'oftlie country. e.g:; ciroumstances affect expeotatIons of business
community and investment oiilnate.

"4. Finally, the central bank cannot control the ultimate use of
«edit, e.g.: credit may be used for speculative purposes. To quote
the publication again, "The budget in brief 197!.75" The measures
"taken by central bank are as follows.

"In the field of monetary polioy. quantitative as weil as qua.lita-
'tive methods of control were used. The bank rate was enhanced in
August from 6% to 8% with Mnsequential charges in other interest
'rates. At the same time. the liquidity ratio to be observed by
:COmmercialbanks were inoreased from 30 to 35%. Moreover, flexible use
"was made of selective credit control measures which were at times
'made restrictive with a view to discourage hoarding and speculative
-.useof credit. "

,-Fiscal Policy.

Deficit fiinaneing in excess of the absorptive eapacity is a factor
"contributing towards inflation. According to sharafat A. Hashmi in
~iiiBarticale "inflationary pressure and the current budget" polioy may
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be dirceted towards a target rate of inflation of 3%, of money income.
Some of the past budgets have made liberal use of defioit financing.
The present budget for 1975.76 envisages to reduoe defioit financing up
to the ,vanishing point. From the view point of anti-inflationary
policy, this is perhaps the most outstanding feature of the current

budget.
Further, with the improvement in the terms of trade of agriculture

-compared to industry, agricultural income has increased manifold.
For this agricultural income taxation is necessary for controlling
inflation.

Further, the ratio of 89% of taxation as indirect is very high,
for indirect taxeS contribute more to inflation than direllt

'taxation.

Suggestions:
I hereby give some suggestions taking in view the pt:ssimism

-of Mr. Manzoor Mirza, secretary, essential articles board, Govern.
ment of Punjab, According to him "we are unable to fix the prices but
the economy"

1. Increases in wages and prices should not be allowed to exceed
between 6 to 8% per annum.

2. Exports should be allowed only to the extent and after the
'Purplus over domestic consumption is physically determined.

3. Consumer co.operatives and fair price shop all over the
.country in chains and super markets should be opened where middlemen
are eliminated by at least one imtermediary between producer and
-consumer.

4. Economies in oil, gas and electricity should be encouraged.

5. Black marketing, profiteering, hoarding and smuggling should
be suppressed.

6. The most important suggestion is that the availabilities should
'be increased through a higher level of productivity per worker or yield
'Par acre, as the case may be, and an over all increase in production
.to optimun standards through a fuller capacity utilisation by adding to
-rawmaterials and spare parts ~nventories, and inputB.

It is possible to double the present acreage under cultivation in
,Pakistan given the investment needed to pump out water from saline
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land aDd cultivate presently unirrigated land by pumping ground'
'Waterfrom below a depth of about 300 feet.

The whole of Baluchistan is there to be oultivated if investment-
is forthooming. Ever if that should be deemed to he only a long
term prospeot, there is enough land to oultivate some 10 million mor&'
acres in the Indus plain iteslf by adding some 18 million acre feet or
inigation water by raising the height of the two major dams and
constructing two more reservoires on the Indus and creating reservoir
capaoity on the smaller rivers and some off. channel reservoir capacity
where possible.

Since our economy is mainly agricultural, increases in out put of'
this sector will lead to a fall in the general price level. ,



REVIEW ART/OLE
PLANNING FOR UNDER-DEVELOPMENT

A tour d'horizoD of Past Development
Dr. M.A.. Hussein Mullick*

"Nothing but experience can make correotions and can open new
ways. Nothing but the unourbed effervesoenoeof life hits upon
a thousand new forms and improvisations, illuminates oreative
powers, correots all mistakes on its own. The publio life of
states with restrioted freedom is so soant, so miserable, so
schematioal, so barren precisely because by the exolusion of
demooracy it looks itself off from the living sources of all
intelleotual wealth aDdprogress". Rose Luxemburg in "Politische
Schriften", Vol. 1.111, ed. OBsip K. Flechtheim (Frankfurt .•
Main), 1966/68, Vol. III, p. 135.
The book "Development Planning & Policy in Pakistan 1950.70••••

might have perhaps passed unnotioed, had the reviewer not been in
a mood -to enter into a dialogue with his fellow colleagues on the
issue of development.

The articles published in the book have been oontributed by three
eoonomista (Haq, Baqai & Islam) and one political scientist (Sayeed);
The period covered by the authors is 1950-70 though they largely
deal with the sixties.

The book begins with the artiole "Seven Sins of Economio
Planners"." oontributed by Dr. Mahbub-ul.Haq. It is well written

.Professor of Economics University of Isla.mabad.
*.Edited by Drs.Moin Baqai & Irving Beecher, National Institute
of Sooial& Economio Research, Karachi, June, 1973, &s.20,-
-.*The seven sins are:-
1. Plaoing too muoh reliance on numbers of statistical achievements.
2. Love for direot economicoontrols.
3. Expecting too much from high investment rates.
4. Falling victim to emerging development fashions: Buch as the

growth of import substitution industry or agrioultural develo-
pment.

6. Planning too muoh on paper but negleoting fuller implementa.-
tion of the Plans formulated.

6. Growth sans justice.
7. Negleot of human resources.

( 87 )
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and could very well be acoepted asa fine pieoe of literary work.
But does it offer anything of significanoe, as far as the issue of.
development is concerned' It is difficult to give a str",ight "ay" o~
"no". Dr. Haq comes up with an open confession, not of one, but
a. whole paokage of seve~ ~inl!. Although ~hi! seems a very bold
step indeed, it is also misleading. As will be explained later on;.
the seven sins, even if they are expunged, do not make the planners
sny more virtuous. They remain sinners as long as they fail to'
understand the true development rationale, based not on superfioial
notions, but on hard and persistent inquiry into the whole realm of
development, underdevlopment, sooial injustice $nQ. resource-
endowment.

Dr. Haq has tried to look for new ways of development I 'utili$ing
the available capacity in the industrial sector, proper developmenlJ
of human resource, and more care for social justice. However these
are not in any way integrated into a system or an ideology. On the
one hand, he advccates Socialist solutions eulogizing Ohinese methods
~fself.reliant development, but, on the other, he is also equally a
strong champion of liberal eoonomio institutions.

In the presentation of all 'his' sins, no ooherent development.
philosophy emerges. There is talk qf sins, but where is the oode of
ethics to identify them 1 There was no oode of ethios during the
whole period of development under review. This holds particularly
true for the sixties, during which economic planners and Ayub himself
were more enamoured by growth rates rather than by meaningful
development, (cf. p. 117, 2nd para.)

The author, despite 'his' seven sins does not seem to be optimistio ..
about Pakistan's future development when he says:

"We have come almost to a stage where we are sometimes even.
afraid to voioe our liberal solution. We haveoome to the-end
of the road". (p. 20)
Did the fault really lie with the 'liberal solution' or was there a

!ot more to it' Development, unfortunately. was not understood
in its proper and deeper perspective. It was oonsidered a simple
game, with aid and bureauoracy providing the meohanism for its
execution. What the planners failed to oomprehend was not so muoh
the role of a 'liberal solution 'J but more its inoorruptible implem.entl'tion.

Dr. Baqa.i has oontributed two a.rticles. They relate to foreign,
aid, self.help, and sooial justice.
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Unlike Dr. Haq's article, which is both reflective and provocative•.
Dr. Baqai's two articles are, more or less, a descriptive presentation,
of all that happened ill Pakistan's economy during the full two decades.
1950.70,

Foreign aid.•seems to be very popular with the author. When"
ever he gets a,n opportunity to describe its role in developJDent. he-
does not talk of sins, but only of virtues.

Here are just two examples:
1. "Foreign aid is recognised as a unique factor for which there--

is no domestic substitute beyond a certain limit".
2. ••••• foreign aid has to be seen as a substantial force assist•.

ing in the total transformation of a less-developed economy._
It can smooth out the process of socio-politioal change by'
r~laxing the resource constraints and by softening various-
tensions and conflicts. Foreign assistance can aslo act 8S an.
agent of change: certain changes are required merely ~o.
absorb aid effectively; while others can be brought about
through its use as an instrument of construotive leverage'"
(P. 29).

This author seems to be convinoed that aid has played a useful
role in the development of Pakistan. Perhaps without aid, Pakistan~s
development would have been far less.

This may be true, but it may also not be true. Aid is something-
which comes from outside national borders. III carries with it not.
only development leverage but many other negative leverages as
well. If Dr. Baqai cannot see this, he is referred to Teresa Hayter's
thought-provoking and baokground-revealing book •Aid as Impe~
rialism'. This is what she writes:

"Aid •• its contribution to the well-being of the peoples of the
Third world is negative... Any oontributions to their well.being
whioh may arise through aid are inoidental to its main purposes.
The availability of offioial aid inoreases the likelihood that the
Governments of Third world oountries will tolerate the continuations
of massive outflows of private profits and interest on past debts.
It may also help to create and sustain, within Third world countries, a
class which is dependent on the continued existence of aid and foreign
private investment and which therefore beoomes an ally of impe-
rialism" (p! 9 Harmondsworth : penguin, 1971.
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Although the reviewer may not wholly share the above views,
--there is r.everthless an urgent need to judge aid impartially, not on
pros alone, but on cons as well.

Another point where integrity is in doubt in the above article
'(In aid is for example, when the author writes:

"Broadly speaking, foreign assistance was to be concentrated
on countries which would:
(a) seek a climate for the effective absorption of foreign

resources:
(bj be willing to help themselves by imposing sacrifices on their

people to the extent permitted by improvement in their
economic situation, and•(c) plan adequately for the kind of growth which in due course
would be self.sustaining". (p.27.)

The above points may look harmless, but, on deeper reflection,
'"ould reveal the 'dependent' character of an aid.receiving country.
Does not the author here support, at least partly, the thesis of Teresa

-Hayter'
Apart from aid, Dr. Baqai also deals with a number of other

. issues involved in the proces!!of development in Pakistan. He points
.-out, for example, the need for more social justice and for the mobilis-
ation of domestio reS08.rces. Like Dr. Haq's article, Dr. Baqai's
paper, too, does not come up with any firm prescription for develop.
mente He also floats in the same sea of thought, and, worse still,
.i,even oblivious of the sins.

There are a number of challengeable observations. For example:
1. "The urban areas were not confronted with a drying up of

their major sources of fresh funds. There was also a change
,in the domestic terms of trade in favour of agriculture: The
support prices for food-grains represented an increase in
income to the farmers and a rise in the cost of living in urban
areas. Then, too, under the development programme, more
was being spent on the subsidized sale of fertilizers and
pesticides and less on the socia!amenities (like health and
education) strongly demanded in urban areas". (p.45).
The author appears to ia.ply that a platform was set for the
reduction of rural-urban inequalities. However, studies oarried
out on the issueof rural-urban income disparities reveal that
the gap between the rural and the urban incomes continued to
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widen unabated until 1970/71. The statement that the terms
of trade were in favour of agrioulture is equa.lly not tenable.
The inorease in the prioes of manufaotured goods exoeeded.
that of food articles after 1968/69 and it would appear that.
the terms of trade began to turn against agrioulture from.
this period onward.

2. "A larger absorption of aid requires an inflationary domestio-
polioy without a oorresponding change in the exohange rate".
(p. 46)

If the inflow of aid is defined as the differenoe between a.
country's imports and exports (inoluding invisible transao.
tions) or the balanoe of payments gap, then by definitioR-
the larger the flow of the aid the larger has to be the balance
of payments gap. However a desired defioit in the balance of-
payments oan be achieved in various ways and not neoessarily
through an inflationary domestio polioy.

(3) ••••• that •• developing oountry whiohhas selected a growth
. path based on foreign assistanoe must implement policies
whioh make oontinuing aid availability essential for
maintaining progress."

It is a well known faot that inflow of aid under a given set of
Clonditionsoould play a positive role in the prooessof development,
but to say that a developing oountry having onoe deoided to promote.
its development on foreign assistanoe "must implement polioieswhioh
make oontinuing aid availability essential for maintaining progress"
is making development, the raison d'etre, subservient to aid. May
weask the author: Isn't the development the goal and not the aid ¥

The seoond artiole by Dr. Baq'ti reveals little that is new. There
is Jot of repetition of earlier observations. The author seems to plaoe
& great faith in the pragmatio policies faithfully followed by Pakistani
pla.nnersin the past. Aid was, of oourse, one of the signifioant means
of implementing this polioy. While reading the artiole, the reviewer
onoemore gets the impression that the author is a strong adherent
of aid, and if a world agenoy like the World B:tnk makes favourable
comments on Pakistan's performance, this is taken as a oompliment,
(p. 53) and further proof of a 'dependent' oharacter seeking appreoi"!
ation not from 'within' but from 'witl1out'.

d
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The issue of 'self.help and sooial jllstioe' has not been well
-treated. There are numerous sta.tements to support sooial justioe
within t,he on.going pursuit, of growth but there is not muoh in the
.artiole to support the oaUse of self.help or to promote sooial justioe
-as a mat,ter of prinoiple. The shar~ of sooial justioe is the residual
-of development. It is not the indispensable oomponent thereof.

Statements like this; "Without (the desired) institutional
development, whiohmobilizes the savings and efforts of a large seg"
ment of the sooiety, the modern seotor would remain grafted as an
alien body on the basio traditional seotor where the growth impulseB
,iio not peroolatoU (p. 70) do not seem to fit well with the whole
oontent, tenor and spirit of the artiole.

Critioally speaking his statement is more a oontradiotion than
.an affirmation of the author's treament of the whole process of
--development. The author, though knowing muoh about the successes
and failure of development in Pakistan, is not, however, oourageotlB
_enoughto call a spade a spade. Ho is too appraoiative of foreign
~aid, too oautious of oriticising the planners nostalgia for 'dualistio
'-development' and points only platonioally to the importanoe of

social justice.
Dr. Nurul Islam deals with the topio "Industiral Development

in Pakistan: polioies, progress and problems". The artiole is a
good aocount of pa.kistan's industrial development. But there is
Dothingbeyond that. Dr. Islam is also very oautious, and the wa.y
he treats the whole problem sounds like a ~arrative of all that

happened in the past two deoades.
Nevertheless Dr. Islam's paper has a numberof good points whioh

make it quite Dseful. For instance, he points out _the negleot of
smaller (domestio) entrepreneurs by the prevailing paokage of faoilities
-and inoentives. Further, he underlines the' need for developing a
technology which suits the faotor endowments of the less-developed
.oountries. But to expeot the implementation of this idea, partly
with the assitanoe of large international industrial oorporations does
not seem to be convinoing. These a.genoies do more to turn the
.developing economies (like Hong Kong and Singa.pore) into sub.eoon~
mies, than to encourage their beooming independent in the sphere of

international trade and bargaining.
The last artiole is on "The performanoe profile of the Governmen~

.of Pakistan". It is oontributed by Dr. Khalid B. Sayeed, ••
politioal Boientist. Dr. Sayeed's approach in dealing with the pheno.
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menon of development has more politioal ooJour. He gives more weight
to freedom, social justice, ideology, and the regulative (ooeroive)role of
state. In the view of Dr. Sayeed, some of the oruoialreasons for the fall
of Ayuh were the inoreasing tax burden on the general publio, the grow-
ing gap between the few rioh and the many poor, and, last but not least,
the oontrol exeroised on the 'freedom paokage'. The emergenoe of all
these 'dissatisfying elements' among the wider populaoe made even
the so.oalled pragmatio polioies of the Government of President Ayuh
a grande erreur.

In Dr. Sayeed's view, Ayub did not peroeive at the right time that
the Pakistani sooiety that he had inherited in 1958 had mean while
ohanged. There had now taken place •••" a redistribution of power
in favour of the more reoently mobilized and politioized groups both in
urban and rural areas". In 8 nutshell a whole range of new variables
had emerge,din the sooioeoonomioand poli~iof.i.lmatrix of the sooiety.

Though the {our artioles written by eoonomists, if seen in their
totality, they offer a kind of tour d'horizon of the development think.
ing during the period under review, do not seem to explain why a
'oonvenient' model of development based on foreign aid was perferred
to a rathtlr 'inconvenient' model of development oriented to domestio
resouroe endowment.

Was it a natural outgrowth from the "thought world" then, or
was it a system or order immanenfl1 None of t~ese questions is gone
into. What the authors have done is simply t,o narrate what they
experienoed ail aotors while staging the drama of development., Except
for 8 frank oonfession by Dr. Haq, the remaining artioles are not a
full reflection of how the public audience felt it.

There ar.o, of oourse, Bomehints here and there, for example, the
increasing social unrest oulminating later into the <abdication of presi.
dent Ayub, but the whole malady of continued under devlopment or
maldevelopment has not been fully exposed and diagnosed.

Although limtations are imposed on the reviewer, such as the con~
-finemenflof his appraisal flothe text of the articles. he experienoes a
'feeling (perhaps less academic and more moral) of provooation while
,going through the book under review.

On the basis of what is contained in the artioles published in the
book, it could be said that the issue of development has not been made
,clear. None of the authors. for example, has been able to define a
4ievelopment model or framework Buited to the needs and aspirations

J__ iiiiiiii -..~~
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of the people of Pakistan. What they have done is simply to repro.
duce various disjointed thoughts, acoompanied by a history of actual
performance experience. This, of course, is not doing justice to the-
subject.

To the reviewer the type of development that has taken place in
Pakistan over the past two decades has been counter to a development-
rationale builll on the resource-endowment and social.aspirations criteria.
The blatant capitalistic model of development ran contrary to the,
above rationale of development. It, drew heavily, for example, on the
foreign res,ources,and did very little to draw on the 10.081 resources,
The result was that the development coverage became confined to a
few privileged people, sophistioated skills, and only a seleoted or-
limited number of quantity of goods and servioes.

In this way the larger part of the resouroe endowment remained
untapped and the go.als of distributive justioe or broad-basing of
economio aotivities remained unfllifilled. Regional disparities grew
and income distribution worsened. Sllaroe reBouross like capital
became or were made surplus, and the surplus resources, like manpower-
or simple skills remained underutilized.

The worst happened in the education sector, where graduates were
produoed, but the :openings generated in the eoonomy were too few to
absorb them. At the lower and middle levels, the oountry,however,
continued to suffer So shortage of skilled craftsment, but not much was.
done to cover this defioit. A strange eoonomy had been evolved~
exhibiting a permanent disequilibrium between the scarce and the
surplus resources. This way. the economic planners kept the develop"
ment wheel 'under-developing'.

On the social front things are still worse. Diftributive justice, the-
rasion d'etre of development, was sacrificed at the alter of expedienoy
and "growthmanshsp".

As Ii. oonsequenceof the wrong development rationale followed in
the past, Pakistan is now confronted with rising unemployment. an
enormous foreign debt burden ($4.7 billion) and a feeling of despon.•
dency everywhere. Pakistan's planners committed not only seven
'minor' sins, as Dr. Haq says, but one major sin as well. This was the
non-presentation of a framework, ideologioal or philosophical, with the
help of whioh this nation oould launoh development based on self~
relia-oJ'e(mobilisation of domestioally available resources) and at thee
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>sametime aohieve the goal of sooial equity. Foreign aid, even taking
into aooount, its positive role, h~s dODe the greatest harm. It has
made us dependent.

Pakistan is a rioh oountry. It has enormous potential every.
where, whether you look at agrioulture, small orafts or manpower.
But it is still being branded as a poor oountry. We must rejeot this
notion: The development rationale followed in the past has ignored
the resouroe endowment of the oountry and also the sooial goals. This
is tantamount to perpetuating the under-development of Pakistan's
:eoonomy.

A great ohallenge faoes all of us: all those who oommitted sins in
the past and also for all those who are now trying to beoome vooal
protagonists of a sooiallyaooeptable and national resouroe.endownment
oriented development. By doing this, the experts will be able to
aooomplish what the v%nt' de tous demands and not what the
v%nted de /a minorite' justified in the past.

I
i,
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A NQTE ON CHINESE (RMB) 'CURRENCY

Yang Pei-Hsih*
The purchasing power of the Ohinese Currency, the renminb f;

(8MB) hal! been steady for the past 25 »ears. Prices of daily neoEls&i••-
ties such as food grain, cotton cloth table salt and coa}have remained"
stable. Bome of these have gone down- . Medicines, for eXample.,
generally cost only one-fifth as much as in 1950. HO,userents, water._
electricity, postal and public transport rates have remained low aQ<t!
unchanged. Rent takes only 3 to 5 percent of a worker's wages.,
The expanding petroleum industry has brought lower, not higher,.
prices for petroleum gas for home use. "

In the old society there was a scissorsdifferenoe between the.
prices of industrial and agricultural produots. To narrow this, the,
state gradually raised the purohasing prioes of farm products and
Jowered the sales prioes of fertilizers, pestioides, diesel oil and other-
things needed in agrioulture.This increased the peasants oash income-
and made it possible for them to buy more manufactured goods with,
, the same amount of mo,ney.

The BMB's purchasing power on the world market has been'
stable for years. .As world confidence in the RMB haRgrown, more,
than 80 countries snd regioDsnow UBe.it to quote prices a~d settle
accounts in trade and other economic dealings with Ohina.

Why has theRMB been able to keep stable? The answer lies,
in the road the Chinese people took after liberation.

When the Kuomintsng reactionaries headed by Chiang Kai-shek
fled the mainland in 19,19, they left the economy in shambles.
Produotion was dropping and the people were poverty-strioken. FrJID
the beginning of the war against Japanese aggression in 1937 to
liberation in 1949, the bank notes issued by the Kuomintang inflated
140,000 million times and commodity -prices 8,500,000 million times.

-The author is a research worker at the People's Bank of China•.
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Bank notes that would buy two oxen in 1937 could not buy even
-onegrain of rice at liberation in 19!9.

During this period more than 100 -million U.S. dollars in notes.
"flowed into China. Paper money issued by banks in Hongkong,
totalling 600 million Hongkong dollars, flooded south China. With
"their paper money the imperialists encroached on China's so"vereignty
"and plundered the wealth 04 the Chinese people. Speculation in
"foreign currencies accelerated prioe rises and plunged ahe working
'people into a still more desperate plight.

As soon as the People's Republio of Ohina was established in
~1949the People's Government, backed by the masses of the people,
"abolished all the monetary privileges of the imperialists in China,
.confiscated all bureaucrate-capitalist financial organizations, struok at
'speculation in the money market, cleared out the fapi, the Kuomint-
yangcurrency, and banned the ciroulati on of all foreign currenoies.

Independence and self.determination is the revolutionary prinoiple
''behind the Chinese people's ourrency. This polioy waS first practiced
'toward the end of the 1920s in the revolutionary bases where the
.Ohinesepeople,set up their own banks and 'issued currenoy. Thia
protected the people and resources of the base areas by cutting off all
links with imperialist and Kuomintang currencies.

As the Kuomintang troops retreated steadily during the war
against the Japanese invaders, the people's political regime and with
it the kangpi (resistance currency) appeared in the enemy's rear.
The people's regime banned the notes issued by the Japanese imperial-
ists aud the Chinese traitor government and restricted the circulatio~
of the Kuomintang lap'. This protected the people in the liberated
areas from the inflat.ion that plagued other areas.

From this time on, the people's currency was maintained with
.0. POlillYof independence and self.determination and was completely
free from any attaohment to imperialist currenoies, as was the caS8
in the Kuomintang and puppet al'eas.

Since its establishment the RMB has maintained no fixed relations
with any imperialiet currenoy. It does not belong to any monetary
area or bloc. It formulates ite own exohange rates and control
'regulations. Prioe fluctuations in New York or London have no
:influence on the BMB. While imperi~list oountries continue to pa~
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Ontheir economic cris~s.unemployment and inflation to other count .•
,ties. as the western press reveals, they can no longer do it to China•

.( This was the first battle China waged in establishing an indepen.•
>'dent.unified and stable socialist monetary system.

ylJDifying Finance and EcoDomy
•

In the' early days of the people's Republic when many economio.
problems had yet to be solved, the bourgeoisie tried to make trouble,
, by boosting commodity prices. It 'was vital t~ break up these capi-
talist speculative forces in order to stabilize prices. .

Under the leadership of the Central Committee of the Chinese,
Oommunist Party, in March 1950China unified financial and eoonomic-
work, i.e. placed national revenue and expenditure. banking and.
distribution of materials under firm control. This made it possible..
to balance budgetary revenue and expenditure. and holdings and
outpayments by the banks, to greatly improve the supply of com-
modities and promote currency recove~y. More essentially, these-
measures strengthened the socialist economy and weakened the c ~pital-
istspeculative forces. It was a decisive battle that finally halted
old China's 12 years of inflation and stabilized the RMB. /

In 1953 the planned purchase and supply of principal farm
products by the state cut off the links between the capitalist forces
in the cities and the countryside and promoted the growth of tile
socialist economy. The socialist transformation of agriculture.
handicraft and capitalist industry and commerce, completed in the
main by 1956, all but wipped out the capitalist speculative forces
,that incited inflation.

~he implementation of these principles and policies for sooialist.
revolution and construction laid down under the Party Central Commi-
ttee and Chairman Mao resulted in a vigorous growth of the socialist
economy and the consolidation of the dictatorship of the proletariat~
It created conditions for the long-term stability of the RMB. .

How has the RMB been kept stable over the past two and a half
decades, a period in which the war to resist U.8. aggression and aid
Korea took place and the country was hit by disastrous natura~
conditions a number of times: The decisive factor is the superiority
of Ohina's socialist economy.
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With the socia.list transformation of the ownership of the means or
'production, socialist public ownership replaoed capitalist priva.te owner.
'ship. The working people became masters of the country and the
'means of produotion. Industrial and agricultural produotion came
under unified state planning. The aim of produotion was no longer
-profit but to build sooialism and satisfy the needs of the people. The
'general polioy of finanoi!l'l and eoonomic work beoame to "develop
the eoonomy and 'eosure supplies". Tbig is the preequisite to a plann~
.edand proportionate development of sooial production.

For the past two and a half deoades the general polioy for the
'eoonomy has been to "take agrioulture as the foundation and industry
as the leading faotor". This polioy supervises a suitable proportion
in the development of agrioulture, light industry and heavy industry.
As agrioulture has expanded, light and heavy industry has also
'increased by big margins.

Grain produotion rose from 110 million tons in the early days
after liberation to well over 250 million tons today. Industrialorops
-suohas cotton, oilseeds, sugaroane, ba.st fibers, tobaoco and tea have
increased oonsiderably. Supplies of meat, fish, poultry, vegetable,
'fruit, cloth, paper, sugar, oigarettes, medioines, bioycles and sewing
machines have increased from several to a dozen fold. All this pro"
vides the material base for the long-term stability of the BM13.

,Planned Commodity Circulation

Prices of industrial and fa).'mproduots in China are planned and
regulated by the state, not left to "supply and demand". This has
eliminated prioe fluctuations.falling prices when there is a surplul!I
and rising prioes when there is a shortage of commodities. The
eiroulation and distribution of' produots are also under the unified
planning of the state. Produots of state enterprises belong to the
state. Farm and sideline produots of oommunes, other than those
put aside for their own use, are purchased by the state at reasonable
prioes and sold on the market at stable prioes.

The steady growth in industy and agrioulture constantly inoreases
goods in stook. At the end of June lIH!, goods held in stock by
-oommerioal departments were almost double the amount in 1965.
-Now every yuan issued is backed by several yuan worth of oom-
'lDodities. This guarantees that the amount of ourrency in ciroulatioq
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"matches the commodity supply thus ensuring the-long.term stability
.af the RMB.

Ourrency circulation is an expression of commodity cir{lulation.
The key to a sound currency is the adquate backing of goods and
'materials and the planned oirculation of oommodities. Stability of
the currenoy is guaranteed when the growth of the socialist economy
-enables the state to hold an abundance of commodites which it
supplies to the market at stable prices.
Revenue.Expendlture Balance

Another necessary factor in keepingourrenoy stable is the balance
of stable revenue and expenditure and the balance of international
'p!J.yments. Deficits in state finances directly affect currenoy issuance
and the stability of currency.

More than 90 peroent of China's revenue comes from acoumulation
by the sooialist enterprises. The working peoples, as masters of the
country, work hard and creatively to expand production Qndinorease
the aooumulation of socialist funds.

Expenditure is mainly for developing the socialist eoonomy. The
.distribution and use of construotion funds is based on a polioy of
diligenoy and thrift, on the praotioe of striot eoonomy and no waste.
Great inoreases of revenue from the steady expansion of industry and
.agrioulture in the past 25 years have not only ensured funds for large.•
soale eoonomio con' truotion but made the balance of revenue and
expenditure possible, with some surplus.

In speoial circumstances such ~ disastrous natural oonditions,
~djustment is made in a planned way by inoreasing produotion.
'practicing tighter economy, using state reserves and having the
bumper-orop areas held the poor.harvest ones. This is the way China
.balanoes revenue and expenditure, not through obtaining foreign
loans or issuing more bank notes. Today China has neither internal
nor external debts.

China also balanoes her internationl reoeipts and payments.
Plans for import and export are based on the growth of the eoonomy,
what it needs and wh~t it oan supply. Export of farm and live3tock
produots has risen oonsiderably slnoe the founding of the People's

.Republic. Industrialproduots suoh as petroleum and machinery are .-
..alsoinoreasing. The foundation of Ohina's balanoe of pa.yments is
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rock firm. Gone are the old days when dumping of foreign goods and
a chronically unfavourable balance of international p'l.yments resulted'
in drains. on gold and exchange reserve, high debts, depreoiation of
dome6tio currency and soaring prices.

China tightly cOIi.trolsher foreign trade. Imports and exports-
are under the unified management and accounting of foreign trade-
departments. A commodity's domestic price and export p~ice are
fixed differently •. Exports are sold at international market prices•.
fluctuating accordingly. Imports for domestic consumption are sold
at domestic prices and are not subject to price fluotuations on the
international market. Prices in the country are thus kept stable.
This is vital to the security of the people's livelihood and beneficia}
to the expansion of produotion and construction.

Cfntralized and Unified Management

Still another factor in the long stability of the RMB is the.
centralized and unified management of currency issuance by the.
state, which regulates the release and recovery of currency in a
planned way.

The RMB is the only currency in circulation in China. It is-
issued and managed by the state bank. The currency released by the-
bank is recovered mainly through a planned supply of commodities.
In planning the amount of wages to be paid every year, the state-
arranges a corresponding supply of commodities, so that the currency
released for wages is recovered through sales of consumer goods.

Similarly, to ensure the timely recovery of the currency relealled
in the countryside through the purchase of farm and sideline products,
the distribution of state appropriations and ba.nk loans for agriculture,.
the state makes corresponding arrangements beforehand for the supply
of consumer goods and means of agrioultural produotion.

In other words, with one hand the state has control over oommodi.•
ties and releases them on the market acoording to plan, and with
the other hand it has control over currency and adjusts its circulation
acoording to need. Adjustment of the two aspects is made through
constant planning. Local or temporary imbalance arising from
unexpected situations is adjusted through ~ditional planning to,
achieve new balance. Only a sooialist planned eoonomy oan do this.

*Ihanks are due to Mughal Sons who supplied us the Script. (Ed.)
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Book Reviews
Economics and the Public Purpose

John Kenneth Galbraith
Boston: Houghton Mifllin 1973 pp. xvi, 334: $ 10.00

The readers of the New Industrial state will recall many element.e
()f the economic landscape, Galbraith sketches in this book. There
is a group of a few thousand largest corporations that control the
ilconomy which Galbraith calls the "Planning, system" and on the
()ther hand there is the remainder of the eoonomy whioh he calls the
market system which meets fairly well the description which neo.olassical
i3conomics would fasten to the entire economy. This is a kind of
duality; the economy has an overdeveloped part and an under-
developed part. Galbraith thinks that the indusrties dominated by
large oorporations have grown to the point of "relative over. develop.
ment"'lieoaulie growth serves the ends of the individuals in the teohno
struoture--:---the groups of managers and teohnicians which
-control large oorporations.

Galbraith believes that big business produces too much, rather
than too little, as orthodox monopoly theory would tell us. He
locates important inflationary potential in the cost. push propensities
()f large corporations and their unions and argues that recessions are
-compounded by the downward rigidity of "Planoing System" prices
and also by their saving habits. Savings have been a base for
.capital formation. Even the poor societies in the past have had a
..considerable oapacity to save as their surviving monuments attest. The
-great Pyramids and St. Peter's church are result of the highly involun.
tary deprivations of slaves. In the modern age small savings and corpo~
ute savings are serving the planning system in the "West"

Iaaoother ohapter he locates much of the inequality in incomes
:in the superior ability.to-pay of the "Planning System" and in the
pay differentials occasioned by the large number of layers which
..compose its hierarohical system.
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In another section IIA Genera,l theory of reform" he advooates-
large transformations. He proposes public ownership and manage-
ment for the large defence oriented firms and for the medical care.
industry. He suggests that the Govt. provides technologioal help and
price stability for some of the weaker sectors of the "Market System ".
On the distributional side he advocates unionization of tbe employees'
of the market system, denial of cheap labour to the market system
through the guaranteed inco~e plan. wage controls whioh would. keep-
average levels within bounds and wou1d also reduce differentials, and
the reform of tax laws partioularly as they etroot the perquisites of
executives.

One's view of the reforms whioh Galbraith urges depends a8-
'much on one's image of how they would be oarried out. One may
«igree with him that Nixon administration price oontrols had been
lacking in skill and oonviotion. Many might agree that nationalized
health oare would be worth oonsidering but the deoision would depend-
heavily on one'i! reaction to aotual experience with Govt. run health
faoilities. Galbraith supports the greater role of publio agenoies.
Galbraith,. who is a master in oreating oontroversies has oome out-
with another one. It will be interesting to read his views in "Econo~.
mics and the Publio Purpose"

A.S. Khalid

THE GREEN REVOLUTION IN WEST PAKISTA.N:
Implications of Technological Change

Leslie Nulty
Praeger Publishers 1972

PP xxi, 150.

Agricultural Development has undoubtedly been a matter of
grave concern, espeoially in low.inoome countrias. It would not just.
provide freedom from hunger but oan also be an important market
for Industry. Mrs. Nulty's book on the subjeot of green revolution,.
is very comprehensive, illuminating and thought provoking in this
respect. In the eighteen months of her stay in West Pakistan, she
has made a very thorough study of our agriculture sector. She has-
expr£8sed a very optimistio view about the. apparent success of the-

l
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green revolution and in her view it has a thriving future. She is of
the opinion that agriculture and industry should grow side by side
and in this wayan economy could gain the most. Her work, is a
detailed analysis of the dramatic revolution, which took place in our
country, in 1965.

Mrs. Nulty starts wIth the role of agrioulture in economic develop-
ment, in the opening chapter of her book. This provides the reader,
with a basic ooncept of the subjeot whioh she proceeds with. Then she
has disoussed the geographioal and sooio-eoonomio setting of West
Pakistan. Here she familiarises us with the traditional agricultural
set up of the country; the traditional mode of cultivation and the
relationship of the landlords and tenants of the time before the green
revolution. Later while CODlingto the period of this revolution she
has discussed with great emphasis the magnitude and importance ,of
the inorease in irrigation supplies, followed by a study of interaction
of the various factors of produetion. According to her tube.wells,
chemioal fertilizers and the new seeds have played the most import.
ant role. She thinks that fertilizers and seeds play a complementary
role with the water supplies.

An important issue which Mrs, Nulty has disoussed in her book
is about the inoentives for higher product.ivity, She has expressed
her opinion that prices have not been an important incentive for the
increase in agricultural output. She S8.ys". " the proportionate
distribution of aoreage between food aDd oash crop3 is to Bome extent
•• funotion of available water and not simply relativp prices. Under
traditional conditions of water availablity, summer aCl'eage is deter-
mined by the area oropped in whiter seaSOD,but when water supplies
are inoreased and sta.bilized the order of cropping deoisioDs is reversed
and farmers oa.n fir!lt ohoose their oash crops and then plant as much
wheat in winter a9 time, land and water permit." P-95. Acoording
to her, big la.ndlords are the only 0las1lth~t reaps the benefit of high
prices. This resllits in income inequalities. She has illusrated that
the profitability of the new techniques is so high tlbl\t farmers could
produce out put over a wide range of prioes. Her argument is that
inoome elastioity of demand for the output is also fairly high,

In her analysis Mrs. Nulty has shown an optimism tbat West
Pakistan would become self.suffioient in her wheat requirements in
the very near future. However this forecast has not oome true.
It could be a result of the inaoouracy of the data available or the

c 5
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numero1i9 set baeks that our 8cono0l1 had '0 race ever Bince the oom.
letion of her study in 1970. Mrs. Nulty has expresiled het conoei'n
that ootton atli'eagebas grdwn far more slowly than either tota.l "areB
o1'f)pped or thl!l acreage planted to sugar.oane. She explainii that
sugar-cane produotion should be disoouraged because :PakistaD bas
a greater comparative advantage while produoing cotton but this
again goes countrary to the present Government's polioy. She is also
against the traotor.meohanisation. Her view is that it results in
inoome inequality and unemployment. She thinks that inflnite

t 'divisibility of "water/fertilizer/seed technologyf' holds out the promise
of even distribution of gains from inoreased productivity but Dot
tractor meohanisa.tlon. Rere it can be argued that traotors oan be
used on cooperative basis. 1n praotioe the big landlords very oCted
hire out tractors and other aeavy maohines to smaU farmers, whioli
enables them to reap the benent as well. if year, round and multiple
cropping is done, it would 80180 make traotor meoha.nisatlon Ii. t~bour
using technique. In troploal regions this is quite possible. Oottod
harvesting often over. laps with the season for ploughing foi' wbed.t~
and in the same way wheat harvest over. laps with' the season fot
ploughing for cotton. Effioient meohanisation in the forin of tril.otbi'$
and tbtlhhel's eto, oould hel'p in dver coming the problem.

Fiually, it can be said that Mrs. Nulty has produced a creditable
study which must be perused by everyooe. From her analysis of
West Pakistan's experience other developing countries could alsd
benint grea.tly. Since most of the developing oountries ha.ve ma.ny
cha.raoteristios in common. this experience could. also be applied
8ucoessfullyelsewhere, with necessary modifications.

ARHAR MOHYIDDiN
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